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The Urban League And Circle Of Children
Prove The Value Of Giving Back

The Urban League's Sandra Parker takes time out to
read to this enjoyable group of youngsters!
L-R: Howard Biggers and Norm Brown: "He’s like a
stealth candidate," Norm Brown remarked of
Roberts. "No one knows who he is, I’m not sure the
president knows who he is." Added B iggers: "The
way (Bush) is going through great pains to keep his
record so you can’t find out what you need to know
about him (is a curiosity)."
hearings scheduled to be
gin Sept. 6. Yet not much is
known about Roberts.
At age 50, the appel
late court judge President
George W. Bush has picked
to serve on the nation’s
highest court would likely
be there for several
decades influencing the

by Linda Young
Challenger correspondent

las County Urban League is
in the fifth year of a collab

ST. PETERSBURG -

oration with Scholastic Inc.

Reading Provides The Key
To The Door Of Educa
tional Success! The Pinel-

to provide free books to
children through their early
initiative program, "Read

and Rise." The Urban date, the Pinellas County
League’s premise is to Urban League has donated
encourage children to read several thousand books to
in order to rise academical this worthy cause.
Giving children . the
ly. This is accomplished
through the distribution of right start in life means
books to neighborhood day helping them learn and at
care and pre-school cen The Circle of Children day
ters. Families are encour care center (530 - 31 St.
aged to read to their chil S.), both books and play
dren, which increases qual have roles in assisting the
ity bonding time and stimu 45 children who attend do
lates family responsibility that.
Whether it is learning
towards education.
Sandra Parker, state their numbers, or color and
wide program manager for shape recognition, play is
says pre-K
the Youth Crime Prevention important
and Intervention Program, teacher Cathy Shoon.
"It is through play that
brought
the
Pinellas
County Urban League’s children learn best and are
educational focus to the able to retain what they
Circle of Children’s Pre learn better," Shoon said.
school Center for the annu "We work hard, but it’s
al family cook-out on Aug. rewarding," she said with a
3. Parker read to the young smile, "to see them be able
sters- and the parents to meet their goals."
Things continue to
seemed to get almost as
much pleasure as their off move in a positive direction
spring! The Urban League for the day care center. Last
recognizes the- need to pro Saturday, they begin their
vide reading material to first year participating in a
children who may not own
a book of their own. To

program designed to pre
pare the 4 year-olds and 5

Roberts’

public record is thin and

does not reveal much of
what sort of judge he
"I really haven’t gotten
would be, nearly 6 in 10
into reading about his
Americans support the
background," said St
nomination, according to a
Pete resident Bridgette
recent CNN/USA Today/
Bryant. "(I know) a lot
of democrats feel he’s too Gallup poll.
conservative to be on the
Most people within the
court, especially to
African American commu
replace Sandra Day
nity here also expressed a
O’Connor...he’ll never
willingness to give Bush’s
take her place," she
nominee a fair chance,
added.
although many desired to
by Linda Young
know
more about the can
Challenger correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG - didate. O’Connor was of
The nomination of Judge ten a swing vote on the
John Roberts to replace court, and many people do
retiring Supreme Court not believe that Roberts
Justice Sandra Day O’Con
nor now has ne\y urgency Nomination
with Senate confirmation continued on pg. 9
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The Police Athletic League Aims At Making A
Difference For Our Youth
PINELLAS COUNTY
- The Police Athletic
League of St. Petersburg
was established in our
community in 1960. For
45 years, we have devel
oped a nationally recog
nized program of combin
ing less fortunate kids with
a caring staff and dedicated
volunteers who coach,
teach and guide our kids to
resist temptation of a possi
ble life of crime and drugs.
The Police Athletic
League of St. Petersburg
(PAL) Track & Field Club
had 45 youth athletes be
tween the ages of 6 to 15 to
compete in the AAU
National Track Meet in
Orlando, Florida on July 3
through July 8. Of those,
22 athletes qualified for the
2005 AAU Junior Olym
pics, which will be held in
New Orleans, LA from
July 30th through August
6th 2005. Sports Director,
Vader Green is overjoyed
on how the Track & Field
Program has grown since
its beginning 4 years ago.
Vader states that the
success of the St. Peters
burg PAL Track Club,
called the St. Pete Bull
dogs, is due to the combi
nation of the unyielding
support from Executive
Director, Officer Lerric
Boyd, and the contributions
from his volunteer staff:
Head
Coach
Leroy

Congratulations are in order! The 12 and under boy's basketball team took first
place in the PAL National tournament.

Funderburk, Jr., Assistant
Coaches, John’ta Edwards,
Keith Edwards, Larry
Latimer, Marco Forbes,
Dennis Hobbs and Team
Parent, Lawana Trotter.
Vader also gives accolades
to the parents for volun
teering their time and dedi
cation in support of the
children.
The St. Petersburg PAL
recognizes and congratu
lates the following youth
athletes, Malaysia Alford,
Ah’jhazae Berry, Famous
Boyd, DeAndre Boykins,
Martavious Boykins, Cha
nel Edwards, John’ta Ed
wards, Micah Forbes, Ashlee Funderburk, Kala Fun
derburk, Ryan Green, Bries

Gudykunst, Loma Gudykunst, Lamar Hobbs, Alliah
Leshore, Deonte Leshore,
Kivontae Love, Romonn
Lumpkin,
Rosemary
Moore, Leon Nettles,
Justin Pascuzzo, Phelexis
Robinson, Ayana Senna,
Jarmeisha Trotter and Ta
mara Woods.
The Police Athletic
League of St. Petersburg
traveled to Lexington Ken
tucky on June 26 through
July 3, to compete in the
48th annual National Po
lice
Athletic/Activities
League basketball tourna
ment. St. Petersburg PAL
took a total of four teams
and they were victorious.
The 10 and under boy’s

basketball
team
took
FIRST PLACE, 12 and
under boy’s took FIRST
PLACE, and the 14 and
under boy’s took THIRD
PLACE. Players, Coaches
and Chaperones were able
to tour the University of
Kentucky during their stay.
To help sponsor a track
and field athlete for the
2005 AAU Junior Olym
pics or to just make a dona
tion, please contact Officer
Lerric Boyd, Director of
the St. Petersburg PAL at
(727) 893-7138 or mail to
Attn: St. Pete Bulldogs
Track & Field Club, 1450
16th Street North, St.
Petersburg, Florida 33704.

photos by Rassi

year-olds for kindergarten
under a state funded No
Child Left Behind pro
gram, Shoon said.

years with Sarah Thompson as director and moved

The day care center has

Urban L.GGCJUG

operated for more than 20

continued on pg. 5

John Scott’s 6I
Remember Birmingham’
Highlights Summer/Fall
Exhibitions At The MFA

This striking glass block is part of John Scott’s pow
erful installation I Remember Birmingham. His cal
ligraphy reads: "Closed Out of my dream by those
who didn’t know me...Why!"
ST. PETERSBURG - 6-Oct. 23. The installation
During the Museum of is Scott’s response to the
Fine Arts’ 40th anniversary tragic 1963 church bomb
year, one of the African- ing in Birmingham, which
American artists to be fea killed four girls. Glass and
tured is John Scott, who
will showcase "Remember
Birmingham," from Aug. continued on pg. 6

MFA

Scenes from the Midtown Seafood
Festival... see pg. 3

Help your child excel! Free parenting
workshop available... see pg. 4

SPC’s Keene elected head of Trustees ...
see pg. 5

SPC’s Keene elected head of
Trustees...see pg. 7
Great ready! FAMU grads expect to num
ber around 600... see pg. 8
SCLC meeting in Birmingham is "A New
Day and New Way... see pg. 12
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Controversial Supreme
Court Nomination From
The Bush Camp Spurs
Locals To Voice Their
Views

court decisions.
Although

History.

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

St. Petersburg Author Kelsha Bell 'Emerges* With Poignant
Tale Of Breaking Free From Abuse...see pg. 6
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bv Earl Ofari Hutchinson
BlackNews.com Columnist
The young National
Guard officer curtly and
sternly ordered my high
school buddies and me to
keep moving down the
street. He waved his bayo
neted rifle menacingly at us
as he barked out his orders.
Behind him, a small army
of white helmeted LAPD
officers and battle fatigued
dressed National Guards
man stood tensely with
their rifles poised. I kept a
wary eye on them as we
nervously walked past the
three deep barricades that
ringed the streets around
my house.
My friends and I were
on our way home; from

summer school classes that

years Detroit, Newark,
Washington D.C. and doz

hot August day forty years
ago. The smoke from burn
ing stores a few blocks away choked our eyes,, and
seared our lungs. In the dis
tance- we could hear the
crackle of gunfire. The
streets were strewn with
empty liquor and cigarette

ens of other cities erupted
into violence and destruc
tion. Many blacks em
braced the call by black
militants Malcolm X,‘
Stokely Carmichael, Rap
Brown, the Black Panthers
and the Black Muslims for
black power, armed con-
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Destruction after the Watts riots in 1965 was catastrophically devastating. "The
orgy of violence and destruction marked the end of an era for the non-violent
civil rights struggle," writes the author.
reluctant to spend more on
frontation and separatism.
grams.
The violence in Watts
To many Americans domestic programs. The
also made many whites that sounded like a reward black poor, lacking com
recognize that America's for criminal behavior, and petitive skills and training,
ghettoes were powder kegs they weren't having any of were shoved even further to
that could explode at any that They blamed the vio thq outer ecohomic fringe.
moment. The.suburbs sud lence on liberal permissive Their anger quickly turned
denly seemed less safe and ness,
outside agitators to cynicism and despair.
secure. White fears forced and demanded more police, Many turned to guns, gangs
politicians to scramble to heavy weaponry, and and drugs to survive.
Civil rights leaders and
find solutions to the racial tougher prison sentences.
crisis. The McCone Com2 With the exception of the organizations did not help.
mission appointed by Gov. Martin Luther King Hos They defined the "Black
Edmund Brown called for pital,' which was the one Agenda" in increasingly
modest police reform and tangible thing that came narrow terms. Affirmative
increased spending on jobs out of the riots, the Mc action, economic parity,
and social programs. That Cone Commission's rec professional advancement
established ah all to famil ommendations were most and bussing replaced pov
iar pattern. When cities ly ignored. The few piece erty, unemployment, quali

rind

erupted in racial violence,

meal, badly mismanaged

ty education, police abuse

hand-wringing city offi
cials would quickly appoint
a commission, or blue-rib
bon panel, issue a volumi
nous report on the causes
of the riots, cobble together
a few job programs, and
toss out a few more dollars
for social service pro-

poverty programs, slapped
together to cool out the
ghetto, did little to-relieve
the misery' of the black
poor.
When Lyndon Johnson
escalated the war in Viet
nam, politicians and the
public became even more

and political empowerment
as the goals that all Afri
can-Americans
should
fight for. Young, upwardly
mobile black business and
professionals fled the inner
cities in droves. This fur
ther drained talent, skills
and leadership, and posi-

five role models from poor
communities. Economic
shrinkage,
government
budget cuts, and the elimi
nation of job and social
programs dumped more
and more blacks into the
ranks of the .underclass.
This poipted up a phe
nomenon about race and
class in America that has
been ignored, downplayed,
or denied. There are no
longer two Americas, black
and white, and seemingly
at permanent odds with
each other. There are now
three Americas, one black,
one white, and the other,
black and black. In by
gone years, the iron curtain
of segregation had blurred,
but had hot obliterated, the
class divisions between the
black well-to-do and the
black poor. When the Jim
Crow signs' came down,
and the ghetto walls tum
bled, more blacks than ever
marched into the corpora
tions, onto universities, and
into Congress and state
houses. This gave the false,
and misleading impression
that ecohomic deprivation
was a thing of the past for
all but a few unlucky
blacks. That was a pipedream, and America soon
found it out.
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is
a columnist for BlackNews.com, an author and political
analyst.
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cartons that had been hasti
ly discarded by the horde
of looters that for nearly
four days roamed the
streets near my house.
As a resident of the
Watts curfew area that fate
ful summer,' I remember
not only the fire’s and the
gunfire, but also die blind
rage and desperation that
drove the rioters as they
pillaged stores and shout
ed, "bum baby burn" (taken
from a slogan made popu
lar by a local black DJ).
Many considered this a
payback for the century of
racism and violence against
blacks. When Dr. Martin
Luther King visited Watts
in an effort to stop the vio
lence, young toughs shout
ed him down.
The orgy of violence
and destruction marked the
end of an era for the non
violent civil rights struggle.
To many poor blacks; non
violent marches and dem' onstrations seemed a
worthless antidote to the
cycle of poverty, violence
and neglect. In the next few

Angela Lindsay

by Angela Lindsay
For many African
American families, the
summer would not be com
plete without the one annu
al event that has been
prevalent in the black com2
munity for generations—
the family reunion: Every
year, thousands of African
Americans descend upon a
pre-determined location to
be reunited with family
members from all parts
near and far and to see
familiar faces, some faces
they haven’t seen in a
while, and some faces they
never even knew were part
of their clan. But while
there will be celebrations,
cookouts, and souvenir
shopping sprees to com
memorate this event, the
black family reunion has
unique significance which
makes it more than just a
vacation.
Family is the root of
black community. Like so
many things, the unity of

the black family can be
traced back to Africa. We
have all heard the African
proverb "it takes a village
to raise a child." In Africa,
the institution of family did
not necessarily just include
those related by blood. The
idea of family extended
into the community at large
and had political; religious,
and economic implications.
Africans kept that tradition
with them when they were
brought to America as
slaves, and Its importance
was heightened when
slaves were separated from
their blood relatives on the
auction block.
Many slaves who were
from different African
countries and spoke vary
ing languages often ended
up on the same plantations.
Despite 'these differences,
the slaves came together
arid treated each other like
family. For instance, many
of the slave women would
take care of children that
were not their own, and it
was not uncommon for
slaves to protect each other
from the master. Whether
blood relation existed or
not, the Africans were
bound by the common
experience of being en
slaved and would likely not
have survived without, that
community-family back
bone to hold them together.

Research performed in
a study entitled AfricanAmerican Family Re
unions: Directions For Fu
ture Research and Practice
by Julie E. Miller-Cribbs,
M.S.W., Ph.D., College of
Social Work at the Uni
versity of South Carolina
found that African-Amer
ican reunions have been
traced as far back as eman
cipation, when reunions
were organized by former
slaves from a particular
area or plantation. Ex
slaves would frequently
place ads in newspapers
looking for lost family
members.
The great migration of
nearly 4 million blacks
from the South to North
influenced ’the idea of the
family reunion and ex
plains why so many Afri
can Americans from the
North have so many kin
‘down south’. The study
noted that the movie and
TV mini-series Roots
inspired blacks to. trace
their genealogy, and now a
new bill has been intro
duced in Congress known
as the Servitude and Eman
cipation Archival Research
Clearinghouse, or Search
Act, to assist African
Americans with the process
of doing just that.
Despite what today’s
society would have us to

believe, the black family
unit has survived despite all
types of forces trying to
break it. It is the place that
gives us a sense of belong
ing arid connection’. It is
still the single most impor
tant institution of our com
munity. The black family
reunion is one example of
these truths as more and
more African Americans
travel to these events,
which are becoming bigger
every year.
Research found that
almost half of all travel and
70% of non-business travel
by African Americans is to
a family reunion. Though
there are no concrete num
bers, it is estimated that
African Americans spend
tens of millions every year
on family reunions. Busi
nesses and Industries are
increasingly aware of these
numbers and are capitaliz
ing on them. According to
the study, cities target Afri
can-Americans for poten
tial tourism and tout Afri
can-American historical
tours, essay Contests and
cultural events in order to
draw reunion participants
to their cities on family
reunions every year. Major
revenue also comes from
travel expenses, lodging,
renting banquet halls and,
of course, all those orders
for hats and t-shirts bearing

the family name. The sheer
planning of the reunion
itself can be pricey. Many
families collect .dues to
help cover these costs.
Hollywood has also
reflected the popularity of
the black family reunion
with the release of "The
Johnson Family Vacation,"
starring Cedirc the Enetertainer and Steve Harvey,
which came out earlier this
year. The movie portrays
several real-life comical
situations that anyone who
has been to a black family
reunion could probably
relate to. This is because
black family reunions
ususally follow a basic for
mat.
The black family re
union season typically runs
from the end of July
through early. September.
With some exceptions,
most black family reunions
are a three-day event. The
highly organized occasions
usually begin on a Friday
with a hospitality event as
family arrives in town. The
next day involves an itiner
ary of touring and shop
ping, followed by a ban
quet of soul food or a cookout later that evening.
During this time, family
news is shared and awards
may be given. We find out
things like who got mar
ried, who is the youngest

member in attendance, and
who
graduated,
from
school. A religious service
on Sunday morning caps
off the reunion before
everyone departs until next
year.
The black fajnily re
union has become national
in scope] with such events
as the Ebony Magazine
Black Family Reunion tour
which stops in Charlotte on
August 20th this year, the
Tom Joyner Family Re
union Labor Day Weekend,
and the National Council of
Negro Women’s Black
Family Reunion Celebra
tion which attracts more
than
500,000
people.
These events further the
idea that we are all family,
blood or not. But each indi
vidual celebration is just as
significant in that they
encourage culture, history,
growth, development, and,
most importantly, perpetu
ity.
Our reunions ensure
that when we get to wher
ever we all separately go,
we’ll remember from
whence we collectively
came.
Angela Lindsay is an
attorney and freelance writer.
Contact her at lindsaylaw00@yahoo.com.
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MIDTOWN NEWS
It’s Seafood Soul For Midtown

(In center), Jeanie Blue and Clifford Scrivens, known as Johnnie Guitar, filled the air with the good old sounds of the blues.

by Linda Young
Challenger correspondent
ST., PETERSBURG The heart of St. Petersburg
was the place to be for
seafood and live music on
the last Friday of July, with
two blocks between Ninth
and llth avenues of 22nd
Street South filled with
people at the 22nd St.
Main
Street. Seafood
Festival.
Serving as anchors, the
two existing restaurants on
the street - McCall’s and
Lorene’s Fish House were joined by friendly
competition from other
restaurants, caterers and
organizations. The set-up
for all the activity was a
grassy lot between them
and also in front of the
Juneteenth headquarters
further up the street on the
other side.
Anything a seafood
lover could want - includ
ing seafood gumbo, jamba
laya, crabs, grouper and
shrimp - was there.
Atwater’s restaurant also
brought their entire day’s
supply of homemade
lemonade to the site.

"I love seafood," said
Antonee Townsend, who
had driven over from the
Old Southeast. "Just to see
the variety of things they
had and sample some of
it;" she said.
Gilbert Albritton said,
"This is great. I’m very
supportive of this I’m wait-:
ing on an order of fish and
fries. Everybody has their
little booth."
For. a time there
seemed to be nearly as
many flies as people at the
event and Shawandra Bell,
owner of the new Its For
De’ Soul catering, attempt
ed to combat the pests with
netting around their booth,
but it was hard to let the
hungry people in while
keeping the flies out.
Aretha Stewart, owner
of the A & T Fish and Crab
Market, a.k.a. the House of
Garlic Crabs, solved the
fly problem by having an
assistant stow all serving
implements under Cover in
the brief moments between
busily filling orders. She
has been ini business for
three years and is located
at 2209 Sixth Ave. S.

at

"Well I think its fine

tables under a tent to eat
and enjoy the many songs

and the people enjoy it,"
Stewart said about the fes

played by a live saxophon

tival and added that busi

ist. Or they walked back
and forth talking to friends
and hoping to make room

ness was "real good.”

People

could

sit

However, even the
seafood festival had to
address problems caused
by the last three months of
the Red Tide outbreak that
can make seafood unsafe
to eat. Stewart advertised
that had Blue Crabs from
Cedar Key with no Red
Tide. They cooked their
crabs up in a huge vat with
chunks of potatoes.
Sponsored by the 22nd
Street Redevelopment Cor
poration, the 22nd St.
Main Street Seafood Fes
tival attracted people from
all over the area. But peo
ple from nearby neighbor
hoods expressed delight at
having something to do on
a Friday night without hav
ing to jump in their car
drive somewhere.
That was a good thing
too, because even as peo
ple ate their fill and left
after 7 p.m. the street park
ing was full with more
people arriving as the tem
peratures cooled.
The strains of an elec
tric guitar played by
Clifford Scrivens, known
as Johnnie Guitar, filled
the air. He played and sang
B.B. King songs and other
favorites as part of
fundraiser- in front of the
Juneteenth headquarters.

to

photos by Rassi

in their stomachs to try
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Free Parenting Success
Workshop Available

YouthBuild Midtown
Develop Construction
Training
ST. PETERSBURG Looking to help youth ages
16 to 24,
YouthBuild
Midtown is offering the
chance for hands on con
struction skills, GED train
ing, support services, paid
stipends and counseling.
Who is eligible?
• those who are

ST. PETERSBURG STEPS to a Healthier FLPinellas is now offering
free diabetes education and
management classes at the
Gulfport Neighborhood
Center (1617 49th St. S.).
The classes will be held
every Saturday (except
holidays), throughout Au

un/under employed
• school dropouts
• those currently or
previously on probation
Call (727) 322-8047,
or pick up an application
from their Pinellas Tech
nical Education Center
office at 901 34th St. S.,
Room 20C.

Free Health Classes, Open House For The
Community
sure, Wednesday, Aug. 17,
from 11 a.m.-noon. Come
learn how to prepare meals
that will help lower blood
pressure and taste a heart
healthy lunch.
• Open House, Aug.
31', from 5-7 p.m. Come
join the nurse and dietitian
for refreshments and learn
about the health education
resources and programs
that Bayfront provides free
to the community.

gust and September. The
courses are scheduled from
10 a.m. to noon.
Topics to be covered
include:
• general knowledge of

diabetes
• prevention and con
trol strategies
• nutrition basics

tools for self-management
Although these cours
es are free, class size is
limited to 30 participants.
To register, call Gail Kelly
at (727) 893-1070, or
Bettye Burnette Scott at
(727) 820-4113.

Operation PAR Seeks Former
Board Members, Staff
Members And Clients For 35
Year Reunion/Anniversary
Celebration

Bayfront Medical
Center Community
Calendar
ST. PETERSBURG Community Resource Cen
ter at Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center at the His
toric Mercy Hospital Cam
pus, 1344 22nd St. $., will
be offering several classes
available to the community.
Free interactive, com
munity classes include:
• Smoking Cessation,
ongoing one-on-one class
es with nurse.
• High Blood Pres

Worried About Your Risk And
Management Of Diabetes?

burg. Pregnancy
and
Family Resource Center
(1210 22nd St. S.).
To register, please Call
(727) 896-9119

ST. PETERSBURG This free six-week course
meets the requirements for
those completing a case
plan, or those who are

court-ordered to attend a
parenting class. The next
class begins Tuesday, Aug.
23, from 6-8 p.m., and will
be held at the St. Peters

Bayfront Medical Cen
ter is one of several proud
community partners at
Johnnie
Ruth
Clarke
Health Center. Bayfront’s
contribution1 to the center
includes free, education

programs, as well as an
onsite registered nurse and
registered dietitian for edu
cational purposes.
Fdr more information
or to register to attend the
high blood pressure class,

call Sandra Grosvenor at
(727) 824-8121.

Summer Comes And Goes So Quickly !
ST. PETERSBURG Well, it’s that time again back to school already! In
the few short months of
summer freedom that went
by, the students began Aug.
3 as, their first day back in
class,
fighting off the
temptation to hit the snooze
button and go back to bed,
just one more time... For
them, it’s back to the every
day weekday living of be
ing a student, which means
adjusting to new curricu
lum, teachers, homework
and bus schedules. And
don’t forget catching up
with old friends, the antici
pation of meeting new
ones, and counting the
minutes till class is over..'.
In this picture, Lakewood High School students’
place their attention on new
student registration, with
counselor Kim Goldberg at
the helm.

PINELLAS COUNTY
- In 1970, Operation PAR,
Inc. was incorporated and
began serving residents of
Pinellas County, providing
substance abuse treatment
services with a volunteer
staff. Today, with more
than 500 employees, PAR
provides integrated addic
tion. and mental health
services in Hernando, Lee,
Pasco and Manatee coun
ties as well as Pinellas..
Operation
PAR’S
growth and success is due
to the dedication of staff
and Board members who
believed in PAR’s mission
and vision. This fall, PAR
will be hosting a Reunion/
Anniversary Celebration
and hopes to .locate all
those who are part of our
history.
If you are a former
board member, staff mem

ber or client or know some5ne who is, please contact
PAR’s Central Administra-

how Gan you keep
The truth is, a little of yaut lime can make a lifetime
of difference Because Ws with something to do
are less likely to do drugs. Ym can help. For more
irdbfTOtwn on drug prevention programs in yw
eowBiotiy, call or visit;'

1877 KIDS 313
www.y0ocanhelpkiife.org
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
THIS & THAT

very giving, my best
friend, and intensely pas
sionate in bed.”
The bartender stares at
the old man for a brief
moment and says, “But
that sounds great! You
have what every man
wants in a woman, so why
are you crying?”
The old man looks at
the bartender and says, “I
can’t remember where I
live?”
A Joke-A-Day Website
***

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
THE FOREHAND 9TH
FAMILY REUNION
The excitement of
gathering together, enjoy
ing leisure activities, meet
ing new relatives and wor
shipping together spiritual
ly were just a few of the
activities as the Forehands
celebrated its 9th family
reunion.
The Forehand mem
bers, descendants of Henry
and Amy Forehand," saw a
gethering of the remaining
members of the clan when
they convened in Denver,
Colorado July 14 -17. The
beautiful American Suite
Service was headquarters.
Twenty family members
jetted to the reunion from
St. Petersburg.
After arriving, they
joined others at 6 p.m. in
the meeting room. They
were there for four days of
festivities in celebrating

South, his brother and sis
ter and their families.
While here, they join
ed in a big dinner birthdate
celebration for his brother,
Craig Jordan’s 43rd birth
date. The Davidsons bed
ded down while here at the
fabulous Vinoy Hotel. In
addition, they visited BayWalk Entertainment Cen
ter, the Pier, and Ft. DeSota.
This was a terrific
weekend and a very relax
ing get-away for them.
They motored home July
31.
***

AND NOW A BIT OF

While taxiing at Lon
don’s Gatwick airport, the
crew of a U.S. Airways
flight departing for Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., made a
wrong turn and came noseto-nose with a United 727.
An irate female ground
controller lashed out at the
U.S.
Airways
crew,
screaming, “U.S. Air 2771,
where the hell are you
going? I told you to turn
right onto Charlie taxiway!

with fun, chatter, and get-

HUMOR

You turned right on Delta!

A CHERRIE HELLO
TO
Cozy Reed, who is still
homebound on 27th Ave
nue South. She’s a sickle
cell and stroke shut-in. Say
a little prayer for Cozy.
***

The postman and a dog
acquainted appetizers.
The activities included stood eyeing each other at
registration of all family the gate when the lady of
members,
sight-seeing the house came to the door.
“Don’t be afraid of the
tour, family picnic, annual
banquet, musical festivi dog,” she said. “She’s a
female, and she likes you.”
ties, and worship service.
“Madam,” replied the
Sunday evening was
basically spent socializing, postman, “the mere fact
collecting addresses, and that she’s a female dog
saying goodbye. Monday does not assure me that she
morning, they all headed has any affection for me.
for home. Charles How I’m a mail man, not a male
ard’s group departed, tak dog.”
P. Matson, Gig Harbor,
ing with them enough me
Wash.
mories and pictures to last
***
until the next reunion. The
An old man walks into
reunion was termed a suc
a bar, sits down and starts
cess.
***
sobbing.
The bartender asks,
ANOTHER HAPPY
“What’s wrong?” The old
GATHERING
Teaming up with his man looks at the bartender
two young sons and two and says, “I married a
granddaughters was David beautiful woman two days
Davidson of Rosewell, ago. She’s a natural
Ga., who motored to our blonde, 25, intelligent, a
town to spend the past marvelous cook, a meticu
weekend with David’s lous housekeeper. And
mother, Ruby “Baby Ruth” she’s extremely sensitive
Jordan of 27th Avenue to my wants and needs,

A little boy wakes up
at 2 a.m. and calls for his
mom to come into his
room.
“I can’t sleep. Will you
tell me a story?” he asks. .
His mother replies,
“Let’s wait until your
father gets home. I’m sure
he’ll have a good one to
tell.”
*
Pay Maturski, Lancaster,
N.Y.
***

Stop right there.”
Continuing her rant to
the embarrassed crew, she
was now shouting hysteri
cally: “Now everything is
messed up! It’ll take forev
er to sort this out! You stay
right there, and don’t move
until I tell you to! You can
expect taxi instructions in
about half an hour, and I
want you to go exactly
where I tell you, when I
tell you, and how I tell
you! You got that?”
“Yes ma’am,” the
humbled crew responded.
The ground control com
munications frequency fell
silent after the verbal bash
ing.
Tension in every cock
pit out in Gatwick was def
initely running high. Just
then an unknown pilot
broke the silence and
keyed his microphone,
asking, “Wasn’t I married
to you once?”
A Joke-A-Day Website
STAY LOOSE!

Free Clinic ‘Health
Center’ In Need Of
Volunteer Nurses
ST. PETERSBURG The St. Petersburg Free
Clinic - a not-for-profit
human services agency
providing temporary assis
tance with food, clothing,
shelter, basic medical care,
limited financial assis
tance, and information and
referral services to those in
need throughout Pinellas
County - is currently in
urgent need of volunteers
nurses - both RN’s and
LPN’s. They are hoping to
fill summertime gaps and
to assist in the maintaining
of current service levels
and assistance efforts
through SPFC’s Health
Center Services program.
Hours and duties are var
ied and flexible.
Located at t863 Third
Ave. N., the Free Clinic
Health Center - estab
lished in 1970 - serves as a
walk-in medical clinic for
the growing number of
adults - age 18-65 - who
do not qualify for Medi
care, Medicaid, or govern
ment-subsidized
health
care, and who do not have
private insurance or the
personal resources to pro
vide adequate medical care
for themselves - the great
majority of these represen
tative of the new "working
poor": those who, more
and more, are "falling
through the cracks" of
existing systems and serv
ices.
The Health Center staffed by more than 100
volunteer Health Care Pro
fessionals - offers acute
medical care; a "Compas

from front page
from its former location on
Sixth Street South three
years ago, co-director
Bernetta Blossom said.
They now see former stu
dents bringing their own
children to the center.
"The staff is like a fam
ily and we treat our fami
lies like family," Blossom
said. "It’s our home away
from home and we try to
make our children comfort
able here as well because
they’re here for eight
hours."
And
that
doesn’t
include the Saturday end of

ti«

summer program where the
children also enjoyed an
interactive performance
with an award winning
magician. Afterward the
children took a closer look
at the magician’s two
miniature Himalayan bun
nies and many squealed
and laughed with delight
when the bunnies turned to
face the child petting it.
Then most of them ran out
to the yard to bounce away
their pent-up energy in a
giant inflated structure.
Rosa Coley says her 2
year-old grandchild attends
the center "because it’s a
loving and caring day. care
center." She knows that

6

because one of her daugh
ters—now 8 years-old—
attended the center and the
family liked it so much that
it became a family tradition
when her older daughter
chose to send her grand
child there, Coley said.
Coley said that unlike
some other day care cen
ters that she never had to
worry about her daughter,
or now her granddaughter.
"When she’s here we don’t
have to call at all because
we know she’s fine. We
feel very at ease this is the
number one day care cen
ter."
Some of the eight staff
members placed a lunch of

ST. PETERSBURG Cecil B. Keene, a former
member of the Florida
Board of Regents, is the
new chairman of the SPC
Board of Trustees. Evelyn
Bilirakis, co-chairman of
the Leepa-Rattner Muse
um of Arts capital cam
paign committee, is the
new vice chairman.
Keene and Bilirakis
were elected Tuesday by
their fellow board mem
bers at the July meeting of
the Board of Trustees. Gov.
Jeb Bush recently appoint
ed Keene to another fouryear term on the BOT.
"The college is hon
ored to have these highly
respected and dedicated

sionate Drug Program;"
required medications pre
scribed by Health Center
doctors; a Health Educa
tion and Community Out
reach program; and healthrelated support groups. In
2004, 4,796 individuals
received doctor consulta
tions and treatment; nearly
9,000 prescriptions were
filled; and over 1,000 indi
viduals received personal
ized instruction, guidance,
and support through health
education groups and com
munity outreach services.
The Free Clinic Health
Center is currently serving
between 350-400 cases
each month.
Relying primarily on
volunteers to provide di
rect services to those in
need, the St. Petersburg
Free Clinic currently has
more than 400 community
volunteers that work in
support of the agency’s
mission on a regular and
on-going basis.
To volunteer, or for
more information regard
ing volunteer opportunities
through the St. Petersburg
Free Clinic, contact Gregg
E. Rose, Director of Volun
teers and Special Events,
by phone: (727) 821-1200,
ext. 118, or by e-mail:
greggspfc @ yahoo.com.

Cecil B. Keene

individuals serve in this
way," SPC President Carl
M. Kuttler Jr. said. "They
have been friends of St.

Petersburg College for
many years and have done
so much to move this col
lege forward."
Keene, who lives in St.
Petersburg, is a retired SPC
counselor and College
Articulation Officer. His
term on the Board of
Regents was from 1987 to
1993. He was dean of
Students and Admissions
at Gibbs Junior College
before working at SPC.
His bachelor’s degree is
from Tuskegee Institute.
His master’s is from
Atlanta University. He
served as a commissioned
officer in the U.S. Army in
Italy during World War II.

Looking For A Fun Volunteer
Opportunity? 4-H Needs You!
PINELLAS COUNTY
- Are you looking for a
volunteer opportunity that
allows you to work with
youngsters, but are you
strapped for time?
4-H Afterschool in
volves giving one hour a
week to lead a group of
kids ages 8 to 12 through

fun learning experiences in
an existing after-school
program.
Training, materials and
support are provided by
Pinellas County Extension.
Days, times and locations
are tailored to each volun
teer’s needs. A background
check is required and
_ * •

mandatory training will be
held in August and Sep
tember.
For information, call
Karen Saley, Pinellas
County Extension educa
tion instructor, at (727)
582-2411.
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salads, baked beans, hot
dogs, barbequed chicken,
lemonade and desserts on
serving tables for the par
ents and children.
"We have an open door
policy," Blossom said. The
Circle of Children day care
center serves 45-52 chil
dren ranging in age from 1year-olds to 4 year-olds.
About 85 percent of them
participate in Coordinated
Child Care, a state desig
nated subsidy program for
day-care that picks up
much of the cost. They still
have openings for fall, call
(727) 321-6354 for more
information.
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Al Downing Jazz
Association Continues
to Keep Jazz Alive!
Last Sunday, Craig
and Linda Malogrides,
owners of Dino’s Jazz
Piano Bar & Grill at 162nd St., North (Down
town) St. Petersburg were
hosts to the Al Downing
Tampa Bay Jazz Associa
tion’s presentation, of "3
Tenors"
(saxophones).
The event was one of sev
eral planned fundraisers
for the Associations’ vari
ous programs. This partic
ular concert was to raise
funds for their scholarship
program.
The idea of the ‘3
Tenors’ concert was con
ceived by the Association’s
Concert Committee Chair
man Henry Ashwood, Jr.
His idea certainly proved
to be a hit with the jazz
fans in attendance. More
than 100 excited jazz fans
applauded, cheered and
shouted 'words of enthusi
asm as each of the musi
cians performed. Perform
ing were jazz tenor saxo
phonists Jeremy Carter,
Mark Gould and, the
youngster of the group, up
and coming Zettler Harris.
Together, these three tenor
saxophonists stirred up a
terrific brew of swinging
sounds. They were musi
cally supported by a top
notch rhythm section com-'
prised of Philadelphia jazz
legend Stan "The Man".
Hunter on piano, Fred
Edinburgh kicking it on
drums, and the master of
the bass, Florida’s own
John Lamb, former Duke
Ellington standout. With
Lamb laying down a
heavy, swinging bass line,
Edinburgh pushing each of •
the musicians with rhyth
mic syncopated drum
beats, and Hunter playing
in his usual carefree and
swinging style, the "3
Tenors" couldn’t help but
kick it up a notch or two,
confirming that "Jazz Is
Alive," much to the delight
of the audience.
Dpring the concert,

each saxophonist played a
solo musical segment in
the days’ program. Zettler
Harris led off the set with a
beautiful rendition of
"Stella By Starlight," prov
ing that he’s definitely a
young man who seems to
know the direction he
wants to take in the world
of jazz. Watching over this
young musician, the more
experienced ''Stan the
Man" was his usual, musi
cally supportive self, play
ing piano chords that
seemed to widen the path
of
improvisation
for
Harris’ musical journey.
Harris appeared to be en
joying the melodious flight
they both had embarked
upon and the audience sat.
back taking in the beautiful
sounds.
Talented and versatile
Mark Gould followed
Harris, arid began his
exciting solo set with a
beautiful rendition of the
jazz standard "There Will
Never Be Another’ You."
What was so beautiful
about the entire solo sets
was that as an observer and
listener, oneAvas in a posi
tion to hear the different
and distinctive styles of
each musician. In fact,
when introducing the mu-,
sicians, this was a point
that Ashwood stressed to
the audience. Gould went
on to play several other
standards; including every
one’s favorite "I’ll Re
member April." •
During one of Gould’s
numbers, he and John
Lamb moved to the front
of the stage, and they play
fully kibitzed back and
forth, intertwining their
musical runs and display
ing great dexterity on their
respective
instruments,
bass and tenor saxophone.
The third and final
tenor saxophonist present
ing his musical wares to
the audience was Jeremy
Qarter. Carter has seemed
to have gained the interest

of many jazz lovers on the
Tampa Bay jazz scene with
his interesting and exciting
style of play. Although, it
can be heard in his playing
that there’s a strong influ
ence by jazz legend John
Coltrane, still Carter has
been able to adopt a play
ing style of his own. Let’s
just say that his playing is
tinted with shades of
Trane. As a jazz enthusi
ast, one can enjoy the way
they both "scramble their
eggs." Carter delighted the
audience with his opening
tune "Misty." Watching
him approach the stage in
total control of his horn,
and listening to the mel
low-like, robust Trane like
sound, you couldn’t help
but mqve your head from
side to side and say aloud
"Yea man, say it like it is."
The concert closed
with the "3 Tenors" play
ing several tunes together.
On their final tune of
"Billie’s’ Bounce," an up
tempo swinging bines
tune, the excitement in the,
audience increased to new
and even higher lev
els...you could feel it.
Everyone in the audience
was of ohe accord - - com
pletely mesmerized!
What a great way to
end a wonderful jazzy af
ternoon. Thanks to groups
such as: the Al Downing
Tampa Bay Jazz Associa
tion and. jazz venues like.
Dino’s Jazz Piano Bar &
Grill, "Jazz Is Alive" not
only in St. Petersburg, but
in the entire Tampa Bay
area.. Let’s continue to
lend our support to jazz
organizations and jazz
venues, in an effort to keep
America’s only original art
form perpetuating through
out . our community, our
State, and our Nation.
The Al Downing Tam
pa Bay Jazz Association,
Inc; encourages all to be
come a member of a great
Jazz Association. If you’re
interested in becoming a
member or volunteer; you
may obtain additional
information by calling
(727) 866-0085.
***
Jazz fans - do you
have any feedback? • I
would like to hear from
YOU! Mail your letters to
Rick Gee’s Jazz Janim, c/o
The Weekly Challenger,
2500 ML King St., S., St.
Petersburg, FL 33705.

St. Petersburg Author Keisha
Bell Emerges Successfully
With Debut Novel

Keisha Bell

the topic of abuse through
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent the eyes of two fourteenST. PETERSBURG - year-old girls who feel they
Attorney turned author were abandoned by their
Keisha Bell is returning to parents arid struggle to dis
her hometown roots to sign cover .forgiveness? The
copies., of her book, book Can be purchased at
local bookstores."Emerging ...Free."
"The response to the
"I am so happy with
the sales SO far,." said Bell, book has been great," Bell
who was introduced to noted: "People, both young
Tatopa
Bay
readers arid old, -are enjoying
through a Weekly Challen "Emerging ... Free." I have
ger profile last year. "I am accepted a few invitations
almost into my second to speak to students at
printing arid I have only schools. That is always
recently started my official interesting. Also, a few
book tour."
book clubs have written
Bell will be at Tampa's -reviews on Amazon.com."
For example, Latoya
Books for Thought on
Sunday from; 2:30 p.m. Carter-Qawiyy posted a
until 4:30 p.m. On Aug. 12, review on Amazon that
she will be at the Borders stated: "The story is more
Bookstore
in
Tyrone character driven than plot
Square Mall from 6:30 driven. The author tells the
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
story through the actions,
The visits are part of words and thoughts of the
the third stop of her hook characters. This gave the
tour, which kicked off in book more depth: I enjoyed
late June and includes "Emerging ... Free" and
signings in Miami, West would definitely recom
Palm Beach, Baltimore mend this novel to young
and Philadelphia.
adults who may have aban
".Cities are being added donment issues, are experi
every week," Bell said. "I encing growing pains or
am even thinking about who are in the mood for a
venturing into Canada. I realistic and poignant work
hear there is a huge literary from a promising debut
author."
base in Toronto."
Bell's book .explores
Bell, a St. Petersburg
native, is currently work

ing on a sequel to her
debut.
"One of the things the
Second book will explore is
abuse in teen relation
ships," Bell said. "I like to
write about things I think
should be given more
attention. My motive is to
get people to think about
them and to be proactive in
solving some of society's
problems."
There is a possibility
that Bell's character will
come to life on the big
screen.
"I have been contacted
by a film company based in
New York regarding turn
ing "Emerging...Free" into
a movie," said Bell, whose
favorite authors include
Judy Blume, Alice Walker,
Sister Souljah, Whoopi
Goldberg
and
Mario
Morgan.
Bell said readers are
empowered by, her book
about as much as she was
in writing it.
"This experience has
reenforced in me that
prayer is vital', marketing is
key and organization is a
necessity," Bell concluded.
"I think the lesson readers
receive, from my work is
that life is hard, forgive
ness softens."

drivers
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40 MILLION
St. Petersburg Pediatries

also have a cumulative
power.
from front page
Sandblasted into the
debris flew everywhere. smooth surfaces, Scott’s
The Washington Post re elegant calligraphy com
ported that "the pulpit and prises poetry like "Re
Bible were covered with moved from life simply
’ because of skin...color; no
pieces of stained glass."
Scott is one of New mo’ dreams/no more for
Orleans best known artists me" and "Only echos Exist
and is recognized national where I danced with my
ly as an important contem shadow!" Other observa
porary artist. He has been tions also fill the edges.
inspired by African and They are difficult’to read
African American history, and resemble markings in
culture, art, and music and a drawing, perhaps recall
the festive colors of Mardi ing the destruction that
Gras. At the same time, he fateful day when words
pays strict attention to for and images were blown
malist and technical con apart and intermingled in
incomprehensible ways.
cerns and details.
Scott’s
calligraphy
His work encompasses
sculpture, painting, draw alone is striking and he
ings, prints, and installa uses color to draw the
tions, as well as painted viewer into the work.
The sculptures in the
sculpture. He recently re
ceived a major retrospec installation suggest memo
tive at the New Orleans rials, perhaps gravestones,
Museum of Art, "Circle as well as church windows
Dahce: The Art of John T. and the spiritual dimen
Scott," featuring nearly sions of light and glass.
The installation as a whole
200 Works.
Bom in 1940 in New is a ritual piece and en
Orleans, Scott has spent courages people to gather
almost his entire life in his and reflect on racial hatred
native city, leaving only to and how it can be coun
pursue fellowship opportu tered.
John Scott’s work has
nities and to complete an
M.F.A. at Michigan State also been seen at the
University. He returned to Smithsonian American Art
his alma mater, Xavier Museum; the Detroit Insti
University, in 1965 arid tute of Arts; the Museum
continues there as Profes of Fine Arts, Boston; the
sor of Fine Art. In 1992, he Dallas Museum of Art; and
received a fellowship from the Albright-Knox Art
the John D. and Catherine Gallery in Buffalo, among
T. MacArthur Foundation, many others.
Participants can create
the so-called genius grant,
and in 1995, his work was a transparent light sculp
selected for an exhibition ture inspired by Scott’s
of twentieth-century Ame installation during an "Art
rican sculpture at the for All Ages" program on
Saturday, Oct. 22, from 2-4
White House.
The MFA is fortunate p.m. Free with Museum
to have his installation, "I admission.
Remember Birmingham"
Progress Energy is the
(1997), in the collection, 40th anniversary present
an acquisition made possi ing sponsor, and the Stble with funds provided by Petersburg Times is the
The Stuart Society. Com media sponsor for all exhi
pleted at Gfaphicstudio at bitions and concerts.
the Uriiversity of South
The Museum of- Fine
Florida, the four-edition Art’s hours are 10 a.m.-5
set consists of seven etched' p.m. Tuesday - Saturday
glass blocks and their and 1-5 p.m. Sunday.
impressions on paper. The Adults pay $8, seniors 65
blocks rest on
tall and older $7, and students
pedestals
transforming with I.D. older than six $4.
them into sculpture, and Children six and under and
lights within the pedestals Museum members are ad
illuminate the glass, add mitted free. For more in
ing to the sheer beauty of formation, please call
the work. The blocks and (727) 896-2667 or check
prints are designed to stand out
the
website
at
alone, but together they w.ww.fine-arts.org.

MFA
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College Of Engineering’s New Assistant
Dean For Diversity Settles In
TAMPA

—

Sylvia

Thomas, the University of
South Florida College of
Engineering’s new assis
tant dean for diversity and
external affairs, settles into
her new role Aug. 8. After
starting a part-time transi
tioning process in May,
Thomas says she has a
clear vision of what she
needs to do to further the
college’s commitment to a
diverse student body. She
will also be building on
what has already been done
to promote student pro
grams and diversity and
move forward to tap new
sources, both educational
and corporate, to bring
more
minorities
and
women into the engineer
ing fields.
"I am looking at ways
to grow both our under
graduate and graduate stu
dent population with an
emphasis on increasing stu
dent
diversity,"
says
Thomas, who received her
Ph.D. in electrical engi
neering from Howard
University in 1998. "I am
also going to work on
strengthening our external
relations with national
organizations, universities,
government agencies and
industry,"
In addition to traveling
around the country meeting
with agency and industry
players, armed with a pro
gram designed to recruit
students, Thomas, will be

Sylvia Thomas is ready for the challenge of creat
ing a more diverse student body at USF.
active locally drawing stu
dents from, area community
colleges. She will also help
expand the existing K-12
programs designed to inter
est and excite students into
science, technology, engi
neering and math (.STEM)
education early in their
education.
Thomas, who' knows
the importance of discover
ing science and engineer
ing early in life, came from
a home where everyone
"talked math."
"My father had a Ph D.
in computer science and
math and my mother had: a
master’s degree in math
and taught in, the public
schobl system in Missis
sippi," recalled Thomas. "I
was pre-destined to be ana
lytical, creative and innova

tive with math-related con
cepts."
Because her father
thought she should apply
her loye of math creatively,
Thomas spent the summers’
after her junior and senior
years at Vanderbilt Uni
versity’s summer engineer
ing programs: She went on
to get her bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in electri
cal engineering from Van
derbilt University. Tragi
cally, in her sophomore
year, her father was killed
in an accident. But she
found, strength in the mem
ory of his encouragement
and went on to complete
her work
"I developed, a sense of
family at Vanderbilt," she
said. "It’s very important
fdr students to feel they are

in a family while at the uni
versity because you do
your best work in a sup
portive, family environ
ment, and that is the type of
environment we support
within the college for all
students."
After receiving her
master’s degree, Thomas
went on to work in private
industry with Kimberly
Clark, Inc., IBM, Proctor
and Gamble and academia
at the University of Notre
Dame, With a desire to
contribute by helping steer,
students toward STEM
education, Thomas worked
in research and develop
ment with Lucent Bell
Labs and taught at ITT
Technical Institute in Lake
Mary.
In one aspect of her
new role at USF, Thomas
will encourage minority
/Student interest in science
and engineering and guide
students toward USF, but
also spread the word that
funding and scholarships
are available for graduate

education for all students.
"I am going to be
working with our develop
ment and recruitment/
retention offices to help
foster new relationships
with technical companies,
agencies and organizations
who often offer grants and
scholarships," she said. "I
want to help potential stu
dents realize that a gradu
ate education can be free,
and that you can even get
living stipends while being
a student."
Thomas, who holds
two patents in microelec
tronics processing, is also a
spokesperson for encourag
ing young women to go
into science, she recently
spoke at the United Nations
on "Girls and Technology:
New Educational Oppor
tunities."

“A Mind Is A
Terrible Thing
To Waste”

Pinellas County Announces
Hometown Heroes Down
Payment Assistance Program
PINELLAS COUNTY
- In an effort to help work
ers in critical professions
purchase a home in Pi
nellas County, the county’s
Community Development
Department announces the
Hometown Heroes down
payment assistance pro
gram. The rapidly escalat
ing cost of housing has
made it difficult for vital
service personnel to live in
the county.
"This program was

designed to assist our resi
dents that are part of the
critical workforce base to
continue to live and work
in our county," said
Darlene Kalada, director
of Community Develop
ment.
The program will pro
vide residents that are full
time employees of the
Pinellas County School
Board, urban county police
and fire departments or
hospital workers with the

opportunity to borrow up
to $20,000 at 0 percent
interest to pay for their
down payment and closing
costs when purchasing a
property in the county.
Purchase price and in
come limits apply for this
program.
For more information,
contact Anthony Jones,
assistant director, at (727)
464-8210 or visit www.
pinellascounty.org.

Paid Tutors Available For All
Grade Levels
Pinellas County School Tutors make a difference!
To view the paid tutor
list, simply go to the Pinel
las County Schools Web
site at www.pinellaskl2.fl.us, and then click on
the following links: par
ents, volunteering' schools,
community involvement,
approved tutors.
All schools have a list
of potential tutors available
at your local school. Tutors

are assigned by Zip Code,
and according to grade
level, and subject- area. All
tutors are either current full
time employees of our
school system or are oh the
approved substitute list. If
a tutoring agreement is
entered into by a teacher
and parent, both parties
should understand that the
tutor is acting as an inde

pendent contractor and as
such, determination of
fees, working hours, etc. is
between the tutor and the
parent and the school sys
tem assumes no liability.
Contact Community
Involvement for more in
formation at (727)5886405.

The Highwaymen Continue
Local Exhibition Tour
ST. PETERSBURG Now through Sept. 11, the
studio @620 (620 First
Ave. S.), is showcasing.
"The Florida Highway;
men: Further Down the
Road." The general exhibit
is free and open to the pub
lic. Admission days in
clude Tuesday through
Saturday, noon to 4 p.m.
The program overview in
cludes an exhibition of
paintings - to include lec
tures by scholars, visits and
demonstrations by the ar
tists as well as sales of their
paintings.
Success emerges despite
a history plagued by
racial tension
The Highwaymen is
the name given to a group
of young African American
artists who came together
in the late 1950's in the
area of Fort Pierce, Florida,
in an area known as
"Blacktown." They were
and are painters of the
Florida landscape. Iden
tifying themselves as "Col
orists," they, painted the
real and the imagined land
scapes of Florida with col
ors and forms that captured
the raw energy of the land.
As Weekly Challenger
correspondent Rick Gee
reported in our June 30 edi
tion:
"At one time, there was
a total of 26 Highwaymen
artists. Today, there are 21
surviving
members.
Author Gary Monroe lists
the 26 members in his book
"The Highwaymen" as:
Curtis Arnett, Hezekiah
Baker, Al "Blood" Black,
Ellis Buckner, George
Buckner, Robert Butler,
Mary Ann Carroll (the only
woman in the group),

Artist Sam Newton

photo credit:
www.floridahighwaymen.com

Johnny "Hook" Daniels, and instead took from their
Willie Daniels, Rodney own deep interior land
Demps, James Gibson, scape a unique creative en
Alfred Hair, Isaac Knight, ergy They used this energy
Robert Lewis, John May- to construct a mythology
nor, Roy McLendon, Al of images that have the
fonso "Pancho" Moran, ability to touch everyone
Harold Newton, Lemuel who sees them.
In further recognition
Newton, Sam Newton,
The Florida Humani
Willie Reagan, Livingston
ties
will offer a round table
"Castro" Roberts, Cornell
"Pete" Smith, Charles discussion with scholars of
Walker, Sylvester Wells, the Highwaymen’s work
and
Charles
"Chico" and times? This event is
also free to the public, and
Wheeler.
"Beginning sometime takes places Aug, 5, 12, 23
back in the late 1950’s, and Sept. 9 at 7 p.m.
There will also be a
painting for most of the
Highwaymen was for eco free theatrical presentation
nomic reasons, not recre with the same title, written
ational. Creating and sell by Bob Devin Jones, which
ing beautiful artwork was a examines the racial climate
way to avoid the hot, during the late 1950s and
sweaty and tedious work of ‘60s,' during which the
picking fruit or working as Highwaymen painted and
a domestic in someone’s sold their work. The play
will take place this Satur
home-.
day
and Sunday; Aug. 5-6,
"Here we have a group
of dedicated artists who at the studio.
Jones is just one of the
initially sold thousands of
artistic
directors of this
paintings out of the trunks
showcase, sharing the posi
of their automobiles,
now have become impor tion with David Ellis. Ron
tant enough that last year Porter servers as managing
they were inducted into the director.
For more information,
State of Florida Artists
please call the studio@620
Hall qf Fame."
Drawing on their own at (727) 895-6620. This is
cultural heritage they aban an important event for our
doned the formal academic community; please don’t
approach to representation miss out!

and

What they call
free checking, we
call a good start.
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STATE NEWS
Former Miami Commissioner's Legacy Of Service
Is In Doubt

A Chance At Freedom

Unidentified supporters of former Miami City
Commissioner Arthur E. Teele Jr stand outside the
entrance to the Ryder Trauma Center. For a long
time, nothing moved politically or financially with
out his fingers touching it. "(Blacks) never before
had a voice such as him, " said FIU psychology pro
fessor Marvin Dunn.
AP Photo/J. Pat Carter

A reminder of times past, these tracks lay near the Florida and Georgia borders, alongside the town of
Monticello. Running the same path as I-10 and stretching from Jacksonville to California, they were used in
the early 1800's to transport goods - i.e cotton, oil, sugar, and other textiles from coast to coast. These tracks
also were used by slaves to escape to the west, and have a chance at freedom.
photo by Rassi

Blacks And Whites Object To Panhandle
Desegregation Order
PANAMA CITY, Fla.

he tried to bring it back into

Patterson,"

said.

afraid the school would

Black and white

compliance with the court

"We've fought this battle

lose those grants if found to

parents alike are complain

order. It is closer now, but

for so long that I'm not sure

be out of compliance with

ing about a 1988 federal

some parents of both races

we shouldn't be done with

the desegregation order.

court desegregation order

are

that prompted school offi

mentary School in this

results.
"African American
children who live one, two
and three blocks away can

Florida Panhandle city.

(AP) -

unhappy

with

the

Bruce

Tina Bass, a white par

it." •

ent, moved in with her sis
ter so her daughters,
Alyssa, 7, and Alexis, 5,
would be in another

not attend that school," B.J.

Bruce said the board,
not the. plaintiffs, caused
Patterson's problems. They
sought only to prevent the
board from closing Pat

The once nearly all

Richardson told the Bay

terson and two other pre

choice applications were

black school had become

School Board on July 27.

dominantly black schools,

rejected.

racially balanced under the

he said.

court order until the state

"This is madness."
The board took no

passed a school choice law

immediate action, hoping

faces," Bruce said.

that began letting white

to hear first from more

Instead of closing Pat

students leave. By 2003,

plaintiffs in the desegrega

terson, the board turned it

about it."
The state graded Pa

the school was back to 85

tion lawsuit.
John Bruce, the lead

into a technology and sci

tterson as a "B" school this

ence magnet school. It

year but it got a "D" last

plaintiff, told the board it
may be time to end the dis

established a partnership

year.

with NASA and received

daughters to attend- "A"

millions

choice at Patterson before

pute.
"I don't particularly

the 2003-04 school year as

care what you do with

cials to end a school choice
option for Patterson Ele

percent black.
Bay County School
Superintendent James Mc

Calister ordered an end to

school's district after their

"I know what part of

"Sameboard, different

town it's in," Bass said. "I

heard lots of horror stories

of dollars

in

grants.

Bass

wants

her

rated Tommy Smith Ele

mentary.

McCalister said he was

by Coralie Carlson
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP)- Former
city and county commis
sioner Arthur Teele Jr. has
long been regarded as the
political force behind a
public transportation sys
tem and many minorityowned businesses, but his
legacy is now overshad
owed by corruption charges
and his public suicide.
The Vietnam yeteran
and longtime political pow
erhouse shot himself in the
head in the lobby of The
Miami Herald building
Wednesday, the same day
another newspaper pub
lished lurid accusations
against him. He was 59.
"I think he'll be most
remembered for his exit,"
said Marvin Dunn, a psy
chology professor at Florida
International University who
has studied Miami's black
community.
Hours after Teele's
death, the Herald fired
columnist Jim DeFede for
secretly taping a phone con
versation with him - a possi
ble violation of state law and
the newspaper's ethical stan
dards. Police were investi
gating, but no charges had
been filed Friday against

DeFede, who said he be
lieves the firing was unfair.
Teele was widely re
garded as a brilliant, though
sometimes abrasive politi
cian who once punched a
lobbyist in the face to prove
his political loyalties. Dunn
described him as among the
first influential black Re
publicans in Miami.
"For a long time, noth
ing moved politically or
financially without his .fin
gers touching it," Dunn said.
"(Blacks) never before had a
voice such as him."
But Teele's power
waned under allegations of
corruption. Last year, Gov.
Jeb Bush suspended him
from the city commission
amid charges that he threat
ened a police officer. He
was convicted in March
and sentenced to probation.
Two weeks ago, Teele was
indicted on federal corrup
tion charges. He was
accused of lying to get
more than $20 million in
contracts at Miami Inter
national Airport that were
supposed to go to minorityowned businesses.
And on the day of
Teele's suicide, the Miami
New Times published a
report online entitled

Former Miami City Commissioner Arthur E. Teele
Jr, who was recently indicted on corruption
charges, died after shooting himself in the lobby of
The Miami Herald building last Wednesday,
authorities said. The Herald said Teele shot himself
in the mouth shortly after 6 p.m. after asking a
security guard if he could see columnist Jim
DeFede.
AP Photo/J. Pat Carter

think he had a deep empa
thy for those people," Ferre
said. "Whether they were
black or not."
After heading the
Urban Mass Transportation
in the Reagan Adminis
tration, Teele was chairman
of the Dade County Com
mission and later served on
the Miami City Com
mission.
As head of the Comm
unity
Redevelopment
Agency, he aggressively
sought funding for blackowned businesses in eco
nomically depressed com
munities.
Teele joined the Army
after high school and
earned two bronze stars
and a purple heart in
Vietnam, among other hon
ors.
"In the long run, the
good things will remain,"
Ferre said. "And he really
did do a lot of good things
for this community."

"Tales of Teele: Sleaze
Stories." The weekly news
paper's story was largely
based on police reports and
detailed Teele's alleged
contacts with drug dealers,
reputed homosexual affairs
and the corruption charges.
Adora Obi Nweze, state
NAACP president, said
many in the community
separated Teele's achieve
ments from the unproven
allegations against him, but
she acknowledged that his
public service career had
been cast into question.
"He never really took
the opportunity to respond
to the charges or what was
happened to him," she said.
Former . Miami Mayor
Maurice Ferre said Friday
that Teele came from a
middle class family and
had a deep understanding
of black issues from that
perspective.
"He was also painfully
aware of people in his own
community that were poor
and disadvantaged, and I

FAMU Prepares A Graduation Send-Off For More Than 600
graduate.

"We are proud of all of

and FAMU alumni.

have received an excellent

at the Civic Center and all

education at FAMU.

surrounding state office
buildings.

Law-enforce

our graduates," said Castell

Bryant said she wants

Vaughn Bryant-, interim

the students to leave know

ment officials warn that
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that - despite recent news
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NATIONAL NEWS
of

Nomination
from front page
will be a-swing vote.
"I really haven’t gotten
into reading about his
background. A lot of
democrats' feel he's too
conservative to be on the
court," Bridgett Bryant
said. "Especially to replace
Sandra
Day
O’Con
nor...he’ll never take her
place."

Bryant was one’ of the
people who, although she
hadn’t had much time to
think about Robert’s nomi
nation, were ready to give
him a fair chance,
"I’m going to start
reading the articles on him
more," Bryant said. "As
long as he’s honest and by
thp book I’m,behind him."
Another person who
hasn’t had time to find
much information about
Roberts was Elizabeth Ber
nard, a businessperson.
."I really don’t know
that much. I don’t have a
formal .opinion I haven’t
read up On him at all. I just
hope he fits the criteria; I
hope he’s interested in jus
tice in the system," said
Bernard.
Businessman Howard
Biggers said he .wished that
President George W. Bush
would make more informa
tion available about Rob
erts.
'
"The way (Bush) is

going through great pains

the eight days since President Bush nominated
U.S. Supreme Court nominee Judge John Roberts to
the Supreme Court, senators have fought more over
access to the conservative judge's legal writings than
over the candidate himself.
In

■AP PhotoZPablo Martinez Monsivais
to. keep his record so you greatest fear was that
can’t find out what you Roberts would invoke his
need to know about him (is personal beliefs into his

a curiosity). They put his
name out there, what are
you supposed to do with
it?" Biggers asked.
However, even more
information might not suf
fice, some say.
"He’s a conservative. I
don’t know if his record
would indicate that he’s
very conservative," said
Norm Brown. "He’s not
that definable," he said and
described
Roberts
as
"bright" and "knowledge
able." He says that his

judicial decisions.
Brown went on to add
perspective.
You just can’t say
you’re opposed because
he’s a different ideology
that you are," Brown said.
"He’s like a stealth candi
date. No one knows who he
is, I’m npt sure the presi
dent knows who he is."
Also willing to give
Roberts a chance is Kevin
Simmons, a consultant arid
environmental engineer.
"I just started reading

about him," and many
the things being discussed
now were someone else’s
opinions that Roberts
merely put "in legalese
form, not necessarily his
Own," Simmons said." I’m
trying to see what he’s
done. He’s been a judge
and had a right to express
his own opinion."
However, despite being
willing to give Roberts a
chance, one lOng-time
political observer cautions
that there are also some
grounds for concern.
"We might see a rever
sal of some of the decisions
that have been beneficial to
African Americans over
time," local resident Lon
nie Donaldson, a longtime
political consultant, said.
"We just have to hope that
if he is Confirmed that he
will' be a fair, and decent

judge."
However, Donaldson
also said that .Roberts ap
peared to have very conser
vative tendencies that
caused concern that the
Bush administration was
perhaps attempting to "turn
back the dock.?

Lack of knowledge
about the nominee was on
the mind of retiree Norma
Roberts, too.
"Nobody really knows
enough about him, nobody
but Bush and I don’t think
he’s developed enough
about him," Roberts said.
With Senate confirma
tion hearings now set there
are only a few weeks for
people to read more arid
form their own opinion of
Roberts as the Supreme
Court Justice likely to re
place O’Connor.

ust days ago, Bush used his authority to name
another controversial figure, John Bolton, as
U.N. Ambassador. Bush made this appointment
while Congress was in recess.

Harvard Board Member
Resigned In Protest
by Michael Kunzelman
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON - A member
of Harvard's top governing
board who resigned recent
ly was upset about a pro
posed raise for the univer
sity's president, according
to a copy of his resignation
letter released Monday by
the school.
Harvard Corporation
member Conrad K. Harper
also cited his dissatisfac
tion with President Law
rence H. Summers' leader
ship, including his contro
versial comments about
women's aptitude for sci
ence and math.
At a conference in
January, Summers said that
differences in men's and
women's abilities may part
ly explain why fewer wo
men are in line for top sci
ence jobs. He apologized,
arid committed Harvard to
spend $50 million on gen
der equity programs rec
ommended by two task
forces he appointed;
"Your statements de
meaned those whq are
underrepresented at the top
levels of major research
universities," Harper told
Summers in his three-page
resignation letter, dated
July 1.4.
Harper's departure be

came public last week but

Harper was the only minority on the board. He was
elected to the board five years ago and was on the
search committee that selected Summers in 2001.
he declined to disclose the could not and cannot sup
reason or provide a copy of port a raise in your salary,"
his resignation letter. Harper wrote. "I believe
However, he said Harvard that Harvard's best interests
was free to release the let require your resignation."
Harper, who is black,
ter if it chose.
In the letter, Harper’ was the only minority on
said his concerns "came to the board. He was elected
a head" when the Harvard to the board five years ago
Corporation decided last and was on the search com
month to give Summers a 3 mittee
that
selected
percent raise to about Summers in 2001.
$580,000. Summers earned
A 1965 graduate of
about $563,000 in salary Harvard Law School, Ha
during the 2005 fiscal year. rper is a partner at the; New
"Despite your apolo York law firm Simpson
gies and your creation of Thacher & Bartlett.
important task forces, I

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Condoleezza Rice Heads ‘Forbes’’ List Of
World’s Most Powerful Women

Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice speaks prior to
installing Ronald Newman, left, as America's new
ambassador to Afghanistan, during a ceremony at the
State Department in Washington, Wednesday, July
27, With this new recognition from Forbes, rumors
will most likely persist that Rice may be a presidential
candidate for 2008. (AP Photo/J. Scott Applewhite)

by Gillian Wong
Associated Press Writer
SINGAPORE (AP) U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice has
come out ahead of 99
female heads of state, chief
executives and celebrities
to top Forbes magazine's
list of .the world's most
powerful women for the
second year in a row.
The magazine's gauge
of "visibility, measured by
press citations, and eco
nomic impact" placed
China's Vice Premier Wu
Yi second, followed by
Ukrainian Prime Minister
Yulia Tymoschenko.
’Scandal-tainted Philip
pine President Gloria Mac
apagal Arroyo was fourth
on the list released on July
29, but Forbes said she

Named in Honor of Mother(!Dearnjohnsom

"could soon be off" if she
fails to survive impeach
ment proceedings brought
against her amid allega
tions of cheating in last
year's presidential election.
Rice won the top position
on the magazine's inaugu
ral list last year, when she
was U.S. national security
adviser.
"With her steely nerve
and delicate manners, Rice
lately has reinvigorated her
position with diplomatic
activism," Forbes said, on
its Web site. "Rice has
played' a key, behind-thescenes role in all of Presi
dent George
Bush's
major decisions."
It said the Chinese vice
premier has helped China
deal with disgruntled tex
tile manufacturers since the
lifting of World Trade
Organization quotas and
made a bold call for an end
to politicizing economic
issues. She became known
internationally when she
served as chief negotiator
in talks that led to China
joining the WTO.
Wu Yi, 66, is a petrole
um engineer who spent
many years working her
way up in the state-owned
oil industry, an unusual
place for a woman in main
land China.
The top business
woman was eBay chief
executive Margaret Whit
man, in fifth place.
Oprah Winfrey, the

W.

magazine's, most powerful
celebrity, was ninth on the
fist;
Like magic, "Harry
Potter" author J.K. Row
ling shot up the rankings to
No. 40 from No. 85 last
year following the midJuly .release of the latest
book in.the popular series.
Rowling is the top British
woman in the poll, ahead
of 62nd-ranked Cherie
Booth Blair - a top lawyer
and the prime minister's
wife - and Queen Elizabeth
II (75).
Among the notables
who made the 2004 rank
ings but disappeared this
year include former Indo
nesian leader Megawati
Sukarnoputri and exHewlett-Packard chief Car
ly Fiorina - an illustration
of "how fleeting power is,"
Forbes said.
Sonia Gandhi, the Italian-born widow of slain
Indian leader Rajiv Gandhi
and leader of India's ruling
Congress party, was third
on last year's list but van
ished from 2005's top 100.
Myanmar Nobel Peace
Prize laureate Aung San
Suu Kyi, who has been in
jail or under house arrest
for much of the past 15
years,
placed
l5th.
Singapore's Ho Ching, who
helms the city-state's
investment arm, Temasek
Holdings, arid is married to
Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong, was 20th.

Liberia: West African
Leaders Call For Review Of
Taylor's Asylum Deal
MONROVIA (IRIN) The leaders of Liberia,
Guinea and Sierra Leone
have
publicly
asked
Nigeria to review the asy
lum deal which stands
between foririer Liberian
president Charles Taylor
and a trial to face charges
of crimes against humanity.
Accusations have been
mounting that onetime
warlord Taylor, currently
holed up in a luxury com
pound in the remote town
of Calabar in the Niger
Delta, has been violating
the terms of his exile agree
ment that was drawn up in
August 2003 and helped
end Liberia's 14-year civil
war.
"(We) agreed to sug
gest to the government of
the Federal. Republic of
Nigeria that there may now
be need for a review of the
terms of the temporary stay
granted to Charles Taylor,"
Liberian interim leader
Gyude Bryant, Guinean
Prime Minister Cellou
Diallo and Sierra Leone's
President Ahmad Tejan
Kabbah said in a joint
statement, a copy of which
was obtained by IRIN.
The three leaders met
in Sierra Leone's capital,
Freetown, last week.
A UN-backed court in
the same city wants to try
Taylor on 17 counts of

crimes against humanity
perpetrated
in
Sierra
Leone's civil war, which
officially ended early in
2002.
The former Liberian
leader is accused of fund
ing the Revolutionary
United Front campaign,
keeping the rebels stocked
with guns and ammunition
in exchange for smuggled
diamonds.
The joint statement
from Liberia, Sierra Leone
and Guinea, which came to
light over the weekend,
made reference to a num
ber of recent allegations
that, if true, would violate
Taylor's exile agreement.
It rioted accusations
that Taylor had been in
volved in an assassination
attempt on Guinea Presi
dent Lansana Conte in
January 2005, that he had
been backing armed groups
in Liberia arid making tele
phone calls to senior gov
ernment officials there .as
the country prepares for
crunch October elections
designed to return it- to
democracy.
The three leaders
raised the possibility of
Nigeria, referring the matter
to the regional Economic
Community of West Afri
can States (ECOWAS) if
needed.
The question of Tay

lor's asylum has cropped up
with increasing frequency
for Nigerian President
Olusegun Obasanjo.
U.S. President George
W. Bush referred to it at the
White House earlier this
year, international rights
groups like Amnesty Inter
national and Human Rights
Watch have launched cam
paigns to bring Taylor to
justice, and UN human
rights chief Louise Arbour
last month called for him to
stand trial.
Obasanjo has always
said he would hand Taylor
over, should a future elect
ed government in Liberia
ever decide to press
charges and demand his
extradition. Liberians go to,
the polls on 11 October to
vote in new leaders, but
whoever wins will not take
power until January.
Nigerian officials were
not immediately available
for comment on Monday
on the joint statement.
Taylor, after training as
a guerrilla fighter in Libya,
launched a bush war in
Liberia on Christmas Day
1989. His faction gained
the upper hand and he was
finally elected president in
1997 but it was to be anoth
er six years before the war
finally ended.
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Obituaries of residents, former residents and seasonal visitors are published without charge. They may include the person ’s age and surviving
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ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

Sutton and Ira Jean
Williams; five brothers,
James
(Margaret)
Jackson, Jr., Lee (Mary
Ann) Jackson, Sammie
Lee Jackson, Andrew
Jackson
and Walter
James Jackson; and sev
eral nieces, nephews,
other
relatives
and
friends. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

DAVIS,
EVERLEAN, 59, died July 23,
2005. Survivors include
her husband, Floyd; one
son, Dale; one daughter,
LaCheria Guyton; three
sisters, Margie Edwards,
Bernice Hollmon and
Annette Baxley; one
brother, George Carbart,
Jr.; five grandchildren,

Roshard Davis, Markeyla, Sierra, Jessica

Guyton and Christopher
Myrick; and several
nieces, nephews, cou
sins, other relatives and
friends. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

Petersburg.

LINDSEY, ROSIE
MAE, 65, died July 22,
2005. Survivors include
her husbad, Lindbergh
Lindsey; one son, the
Rev. Algene (Daphne)
Miller; one daughter,
Carmen Yvonne (Alfred)
Coleman; one stepson,
Larry Lindsey; two step
daughters, Martha Diane
Lindsey and Cherry
Lindsey; three sisters,
Lizzie Latimer, Charity

K

died July 22, 2Q05.
Survivors include five
children, Floria (Everett)
Sutton,
Nelson,
Jr.
(Leila), Barbara, Sharon
and
Karen
(Gandy)
Neeley; two sisters,
Gertrude Parker and
Ocie Grant; 17 grand
children; 18 great grand
children; and several
nieces, nephews, cousins

two sons, Frank (Mary
Ann)
Macon
and
Rudolph Macon; three
sisters,
Katie
Lou
(Lucious)
Anderson,

SIMONS,
MI
CHAEL, 54, died July

Carrie Mae (Lenard)
Thompson and viola
Brown; four brothers,
Willie B. Macon, Joseph
(Mattie) Macon, Gurley
Macon
and
Major
Macon; 17 grandchil
dren; five great grand
children; and several
nieces, nephews, cousins
and
friends.
Smith
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.

19, 2005.
Survivors
include his wife, Mattie
Simons; one daughter,
Marquetia
‘KiKi’
Simons;
two
sons,
Keenan L. Simons and
Julius Simons; seven sis
ters, Melvina Kinsler,
Beulah
Holloway,
Marjorie
(Herbert)
Toliver, Donna (Billy)
Bryant, Reggie (Frank)

WOFFORD, OLA
MAE, 64, died July 18,
2005,. Survivors include,
her
husband,
Van
Wofford; seven sisters,
Daisy (Aubrey) Bailey;

McMillan, Little (Jim)
Watts, and
Virginia

Mary Blackmon, Loretta
(Joe) Lee, Bertha Nunn,

(Lynwood) McWilliams;
one brother, Bill A.
Simons, Jr.; five grand
children,
Keenan
Michael Simons, Nathan
L. Simons, Julius L.
Simons, Arayah Hope
Simons and Alexander Z.

Angela
Geraldine

NELSON, PATRICIA, 49, died, July 23,

Simons; and several
other
relatives
and
friends. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
WILSON, ANNIE
JEAN BROOKS, 79;

Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

suspect in the deaths of
Chaney,
Michael
Schwemer and Andrew Go
odman is willing to allow
ballistics tests , on the
weapons.
Dr. Michael Baden, a
renowned forensic patholo
gist who reviewed the med
ical evidence for the recent
murder trial of ex-Klansman Edgar Ray Killen,
said there could be at least
two recoverable projectiles,
in James Chaney’s body to
be used for comparison.
Baden cautioned that
even a positive ballistics
match would leave impor
tant questions unanswered.
"We can’t say whose hand
was on the weapon when it
was fired," Baden told The
Associated Press.
Potential for bullet frag
ments
The three civil rights
workers were ambushed
near Philadelphia, Miss.,
by Klansmen in June 1964.
The discovery of their

bodies two months later in the man has since died.
an earthen dam galvanized Five of the acquitted defen
dants are deceased.
the civil rights movement.
Baden and state foren
Ben Chaney, speaking by
sic
pathologist Steven
telephone from his home in
New York City, said he met Hayne reviewed the autop
with Baden on July 19 to sy reports in preparation
discuss his findings and po for the trial of the 80-yearssible courses of action. He old Killen. They told pros
said he will meet with fam ecutors of the potential for
ily before making any deci more ballistics evidence.
But prosecutors opted
sions; but said identifying
not
to order exhumations
more shooters — even if
they are now dead — might because Killen — who was
convicted of manslaughter
be a worthy goal.
"The truth is very im last month and sentenced to
portant," he said. "The 60 years in prison — was
truth
has
not
been not accused of being one of
the shooters.
revealed."
On July 20, Hayne said
.The gun owner’s attor
ney, Dick Downey of the reports suggest a "high
Franklin, Ky., declined to probability" of recovering
name his client or the man usable bullet fragments fr
who sold him the .30-30 om Schwerner and Good
Winchester rifle and' Star man as well.
Mississippi Attorney
9mm pistol in the late
1960s. But he told the General Jim Hood did not
Clarion-Ledger the seller immediately return a mes
was one of eight men sage seeking comment.
acquitted in a 1967 federal
conspiracy trial, and that

Mother With terminal cancer delivers infant without complications

Sanders,
(Lawrence)

Sanders and Cynthia
Lynn (Lucky) Davis;
three
brothers,
Lee

Sanders, Larry (Annie
Lee) Sanders and Marvin
(Shawn) Sanders; and
several nieces;, nephews,
cousins, other relatives
and
friends.
Creal
Funeral
Home,
Petersburg.

St.

PRAYED
HELPS

RICHMOND,
Va.
(AP)- A cancer-ravaged
woman robbed of con
sciousness by a stroke has
given birth after being kept
On life support for three
months to give her fetus
extra time to develop,
Susan Torres, whose
plight has attracted support
from around the world,
gave birth to a daughter
Tuesday by Caesarean sec
tion. The delivery went
smoothly and the baby "is
doing well," her brother-inlaw, Justin Torres, wrote in
an e-mail to The Ass
ociated Press, Susan Anne
Catherine Torres- weighs 1
pound, 13 ounces and is
13_ inches long, he said.
Torres, a 26-year-old re
searcher at the National
Institutes of Health,' lost
consciousness from a st
roke May 7 after aggressive
melanoma spread to her
brain. Her husband, Jason
Torres, said doctors told

him his wife’s brain func
tions had stopped.
The infant is being
monitored in the Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit at the
Virginia Hospital Center in

Arlington, about 100 miles
north of Richmond.
A hospital spokes
woman would not? com
ment on whether Susan To
rres’ life support Whs still in
place..
Jason Torres quit his
job to be by his wife’s side,
spending each night sleep
ing in a reclining chair next
to her bed. Last month, the
fetus passed the 24th week

of development — the ear
liest point at which doctors
felt the baby would have a
reasonable chance to sur
vive, the brother-in-law

said.

Torres was about seven
months’ pregnant when the
child was delivered. Do
ctors had hoped'to hold-off
on delivering the child until
32 weeks’- gestation. A fullterm pregnancy is about 40
weeks.
A Web site, was set up
to help raise money for the1
family’s mounting medical
bills, and as of two weeks
ago, people from around
the world had donated ar
ound $400,000: The family
said it must pay tens of
thousands of dollars each
week that insurance does
not cover.
The couple have one
other child — 2-year-old
Peter, who has been staying
with hiS grandparents.

"The entire staff and
administration of Virginia
Hospital Center, especially
the physicians and nurses
caring for Susan Torres and
Baby Girl Torres, are
delighted with the success
ful delivery," the hospital
said in a statement. A
spokeswoman declined to
release additional details.
Since 1979, there have
been at least a dozen simi
lar cases published in En
glish medical literature,
said Dr. Winston Campbell,
director of maternal-fetal
medicine at the University
of Connecticut Health Ce
nter, which conducted re
search on the topic.

"It's all taken care of"
These were the words that

brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.

She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial

Now Open in St. Pete

expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to

Serenity Memorial
Funeral Home, Inc.

McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was

"One Funeral Home
in Two Locations

the funeral paid for - it was

at prices that were in effect

Serenity South
3301 - 5 th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: (727) 322-1670
Fax: (727) 322-1680

Elder L.
Lavelle

Serenity North

Thomas,
Sr.
Founder/

Executive

Director

Available
24 Hours

823 N.E. 5th St. (Hwy. 44)
P.O. Box 1334-34423
Crystal River, FL
Phone: (352) 564-1408
Fax: (352) 564-1401
"The Community ’s Lighthouse
in the Time of Distress "

at the time she made the
Pastor
Daniel B.
Savage HI

•.'Jjbw

mind.

Vice

President

Toll Free
North
1-866-890-1400
South
1-866-309-8297

FREE CASKETS
R

arrangements. What a
savings - What a pe^ce of

Executive

Are You a Veteran? Then, This is For You! I
I
IgsggS
We are offering
I

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

Move aimed at identi
fying other possible trig
germen
The July conviction of
an ex-Ku Klux Klansman
in the 1964 slayings of
three civil rights workers in
Mississippi may not be the
end of the case: One vic
tim’s brother is weighing
the possibility of exhuming
his body to recover bullets
that might show whether
more shooters were in*volved — and could still be
alive to prosecute.
"An exhumation, I
think, would be a very em
otional process for my fam
ily, so we need to be clear
about what our objectives
are," Ben Chaney, the brother Of James Chaney,
said recently. "One of the
objectives my family’s al
ways had is to get the truth
out.",
The Clarion-Ledger of
Jackson, Miss;', reported on
July 20 that a man who
bought two guns from a

Brain-Dead Woman Gives Birth To Baby Girl

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and

w
(eg

Move aimed at identifying other possible triggermen

Survivors include one
daughter, Hazel Nelson;

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU
TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN
THE PERFECT POSITION
TO PRAY!

,.f.

Exhumation Considered In Mississippi Killings

and
friends.
Creal
Funeral
Home, - St.
Petersburg.

MACON, DAVID,
72, died July 26, 2005.

---

•■

2005. Survivors include
two
sons,
Mickhel
Patterson
and
Thao
Neilson; two daughters,
Nepo Jones and Aja
(Eric) Edwards; four
grandchildren, Dominic,
Mickayla, Keyshawn and
Miariah;
one
sister,
Margaret; one aunt,
Pauline Russell; two
uncles,
Quenton
(Claretha)
McFadden
and William (Lureen)
Reggell; and several
nieces, nephews, other
relatives and friends.
Creal Funeral Home, St.

l°r Veterans, their Spouses and
Immediate Family Members

I

I
I
I
4

727-894-22661 FAX 821-8728

This is not an offer of the Veteran’s Administration.

1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

This offer is good at Serenity Memorial Funeral Home, Inc.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss

how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Church Appreciation Sunday At New
Philadelphia

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
"Oh give thanks unto
the Lord, for He is good,

yes He is good."

we prepare our hearts and
Our Church

Greetings in the name
of our Lord and Savior,

•

minds for worship.
School

Off (after 11 a.m. worship

elude:
Monday

-

Bible

service).

Study, 6 p.m.

The occasion

be honored on Sunday with

knowledge flock of God by

Y’desha Alsup for a job

an appreciation for their

and repast will mark this
worship experience.

the under-shepherd of chief

well done. She will gradu

Christ.

ate on Friday, Aug. 5, from

• Wednesday - Early

We encourage you to join
us as we collectively learn

morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;

Worship Service, St.
Mark, St. Petersburg,

Vintage Bible Study, 11

Fla.

more of the Word of God

a.m.; Prayer Meeting, 6

Church family cordially in

together.
Our

vite you to attend worship

worship service is at 11

services with us at 919 20th St. S. this Sunday. We

also invite you to all our

The Male Chorus will min

Upcoming events:

services in the upcoming
week.

ister in song through out

• Aug. 13 - Sons of

Pastor

Clarence

A.

Williams and the Mt. Zion

Special recognition will be

FAMU with a Master of

phia will convey gratitude

take place annually on first

to those who have shown

Arts degree. Christian com

p.m.; Hour of Power Praise

home? We extend an invita

to members for their spiri

Sunday in August. Dress

servanthood leadership in

Service, 7 p.m.

tion to you to join us. We as

tual solidarity through the

for this service will be

preparing church properties

mendations to Wyvonnia
McGee, the proud mother

• Thursday - Sons of

a church share the love of

years and especially past

casual. Members are urged

for rental.

of Y’desha.

a.m. Join us as we lift high

Allen Bible Study, 6:30

God, and the Holy Spirit

ten weeks. A special serv-

to be prompt in attendance.

the name of Jesus in song.

p.m.

reigns. We’d love to have

contemporary

the day. Holy Communion

you!
Thought for the week:

Allen Prayer Breakfast.

"Faith is taking the first

will be administered at

both services. Come, let us

• Aug. 16 - Sons of
Allen - Baseball Outing.

with praise and thanksgiv

b*reak bread together.
Other ministries in-

• Aug. 21 - Harvest
Day / Adam & Eve Cook-

Be blessed; and have a

see the whole staircase."
Jesus-filled week!

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Mission

ary Baptist Church, under
the leadership of its dy

namic, spirited, man of
God, the Rev. Brian Ken

Scripture Text: Mat

vation is out of our hands;

provider.

3; Provision Made for
thew 10: 5-20: Scripture re
lates that Jesus sent out dis-' Ministry - If Jesus send you

we can offer Jesus but we

ciples to carry out a special

to do a work, he will equip

hands to change a hard

mission, to minister to the

you to carry it out. He told
his disciples to leave

heart.

have to leave it in God’s

to

behind all the things that

As part of our ongoing
ministry, we invite the pub

1. Place of Ministry -

would hinder them. They

lic

gregation of St Mark ex

The disciples were told not

would not need money or

fellowship

tends to the community at

to go to the Gentiles; they

extra clothing. As believ

weekly worship services,

large its wishes that there

were told to go where they

ers, we often will not go

which include:

would be an overflowing of

when the Lord gives us a

• .Early morning wor

God’s blessings upon their

had influence, the house of
Israel. Like wise, we are

task because we don’t

ship (First Sunday Only), 7

lives. St. Mark is grounded

commanded to go where

know what is on the other

in a Christ-centered doc

we are needed the most, not
necessarily, where we want
to be dr want to go. It is
God’s call, riot our own.

side. We fail to trust God to
do. the equipping. What we
need to know will be
revealed at the appointed

a.m.
• Sunday School, 9:30
g.m.
• Morning worship,
10:45 a.m.

staff of deacons and
trustees and the entire con

trine that has as its central,
theme a belief that we are a
haven of hope, help and
healing for a world hunger

2. A Practice of Minis

ing for arid thirsting after
the enlightened Word of

try - The disciples were to
preach that the kingdom of
heaven is at hand. When

God. At St. Mark, we are

Christians willing to work
and partner in unity, prais
ing God for His awesome
gift, His son Jesus Christ.

you are in the place he
wants you to be, you have a
service to render. Often
God will send us to a diffi

Our prayer for our commu
nity is that you would join
us in fellowship as we wor

cult place to preach relief,

ship and praise the true and
he living God.
Sermon -Review: A

4. Precautions
for
Ministry - The disciples
were to salute a house if it
was worthy and announce

the offering of the peace of
God. If the invitation is

declined, if they will not
listen or accept the mes
sage, then the' charge ■ was

during

Baptist

our

by one spirit,

in one

hope."

Ministry, Tribe, Travelers’

C.D., entitled "By His
Grace." She is inviting the

Rest Youth Dancers, Mt.
Zion’ Primitive Baptist

entire community, to come

Church Choir, Mt. Zion

out and celebrate in this

A.M.E.

most special occasion.

Love Unlimited and a spe

Pastor Samuels

since October 2003, but
through it all she has. held

on to her faith and by His
Pastor Samuel gives all

offer several renditions of

Pastor Constance Samuels

songs from her new C.D.,

Almighty God for the

this great test:

This celebration will
be held at Travelers’ Rest
Missionary Baptist Church,
2183 - 22nd Ave. S. at 4

p.m. Guests will include:.
Music Master Pastor Der
rick Isham, who will render
song and preside as Master

nior Hour of Power Bible

class, CALL Deacon Joe
Mitchell at (727) 867-

addiction, please contact
Minister Keith Murphy.

with

acceptance by choice. Sal-

sionist and Bobbie Tampa,

nings? Here is another op

available for all ages. Bring ♦directress. The Bread of

portunity to taught and
learn the Word of God.

The New Hope Church

Praise and worship be-'

spirit-filled pastor, the Rev.

The Bible teaches us

family invites you to wor

gins at 10:30,. The New

Carlos L. Senior. The ordi

that the "effectual fervent

ship with us each and every

Hope Mass Choir will ren

nances of the church (Bap

prayers of the righteous

Sunday morning. The mor

der the music. Our dynam

tism and Communion) will

availeth much." join the

ning always begin with

ic music team consists of

also be observed this Sun

saints in prayer on Thurs

Sunday School. God has

Michael McKenny as min

day.

day mornings. Prayer B^nd

blessed us with some awe-r

ister of music, Vernard

Why not join us our

begins at 11 a.m. Come,

some teachers who are

McKenny as accompanist,

Prayer Meetings and Bible

help us lift up the name of

equipped to teach the Word

Marcus Childs as percus-

Studies on Tuesday eve-

Jesus.

so fasten your seat belt and

get ready for the ride of a
lifetime!

Mt. Zion Progressive M.B. Church

and leave a message.
Mt. Zion Human Ser

days at 7 p.m.).

Choir,

Adams.
Pastor Samuels will

grace she has endured.

things he has done in this
process. Please come out to
witness the testimony for

Church

Rest

cial salute from Pastor Ben
Adams from the St. John
Primitive Baptist Church,
along with his two sisters,
Teresa Johnson and Latoya

has

someone you know has an

salvation, a gift that is

Life will be served by our

and the release of her first

enrollment into the next

moil of life. The practice of

the entire family]

celebrating her birthday

(Tuesdays at 7 p.m;); Se

and Bible Study (Thurs

of God. There are classes

Constance Samuels will be

Word of God, please call
for more information and

Ministry meetings (Mon
days at 6 'p.m.); Sunday
Schobl teachers’ meeting

New Hope Missionary Baptist Church
"United as one body,,

Family, Travelers’

Choir and Praise Team,
Glorious Praise Dance

The Mt. Zion Reading
and Math Enhancement
Program is in desperate
need of volunteers. Inter
ested parties please call
(727) 823-4085, ext. 808,

not to force the message of
extended

On Sunday, Aug: 14, Pastor

C.A.R.E.
Ministry
(Choosing Addiction Re
covery Efforts), will meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
the Youth House located at
1022-20th St. S. If you or

Union, 5 p.m.
Other weekly services
include Children and Youth •

through the trials and tur

freely

of Ceremony; The Walker

ST. PETERSBURG -

Training

to leave. Likewise, .we are

ministry is to offer the hope

The Rev. Dr. Constance D. Samuels C.D.
Release Celebration

thanks and glory to the

Study (Thursdays at 9:30
a.m.) and Prayer Meeting

to preach that God has a
word fdr anyone going

of Jesus as our healer and

Special Mission

join us in worship and

•

and appropriate time.

New Philadelphia col

suffered majtor sickness

lost sheep of the House of
Israel.

neth Brown, its .official

Jesus

an annual activity that will

morning

ing filling the sanctuary as

sh'epherd,

Looking for a church

service begins at 7:30 a.m.,

early

This event will become

s to ac

steadfast faithfulness. The
pastorate of New Philadel

step'even when you don’t

Our

congratulates

ice of Holy Communion

commences at 9:30 a.m.

Jesus Christ.

lectively

The church family will

• Aug. 28 - District

Grown Financial Min
istry - For more informa
tion on handling your fi
nances according to the

Mt. Zion provides be

0922;

vices, Inc. provides .after
school training & tutoring

The Boy Scouts will

fore and aftercare for 5 -12

meet every Monday at 7

year olds. For more infor

services for youth ages 1418 through the Youth Op

p.m., on the third floor.

mation, call Jan Smith

portunity Center. The pro-

New scouts are always wel

.(727) 894-4311 ext. 401.

grain assists in FCAT,

come! Contact Scoutmaster

Transportation

Ellis at (727) 864-3727.

available but limited.

will

be

your GED, and earn an

opportunity to be selected
to win a free computer. For
further information, please
contact George B. Smith at
(727) 894-4311, ext. 302.
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church
is located at 955 - 20th St.
S., St. Petersburg. For more
information, please cal!

(727) 894-4311.

ACT/SAT prep, earn your

high school diploma, earn

10th Street Church Of God
NAACP. The theme of af

If you have any questions

program . is

or need more information,

With their' place of
worship located at 207 -

5th Annual Men's Day

10th St. N., St. Petesburg,

will be held Sunday, Aug.

T.E.A.M.,

Together

please call the 10th Street

the Men of the 10th Street

Everyone Achieves Minis

Church of God at (727)

Church of God, along with

14 and begins at 4 p.m.
The guest speaker will

try.

898-9407 or call Marcus

our Pastor Ronald Bell,

be attorney Darryl Rouson,

This will be a challeng

would like to invite the

president of the St. Peters

ing and inspiring program.

public to their upcoming

burg

Come out and be blessed!

Program.

The program

chapter

of

the

ternoon

or

Brown, MCG president, at
(727)323 - 3768.

WHEN YOU’RE DOWN TO NOTHING,
GOD IS UP TO SOMETHING!

Bishop Wants Mega Fest To Be A Life-Changing Experience

te^akHhis year's workshop sessions will try to
>vide a more comfortable environment for youths.

bv Jonathan Landrum. Jr.
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA - Bishop
T.D. Jakes, the fiery prea
cher ..who leads one of the
largest spiritual gatherings
in the country, hopes this
year's Mega Fest will draw
an even larger and younger
crowd.
More than 140,000
people from 55 countries
attended the revival-like
event in 2004. The televan
gelist hopes to eclipse that
mark during the four-day
event that started Wednes
day, which will include a
series of events and con
certs at downtown Atlanta's
three largest venues.
Jakes said this year's
workshop sessions will try
to provide a more comfort-

able
environment for
youths. Historical Black
Colleges and Universities
students will also hold a
stay-in-school workshop.
"We want to encour
age kids to get into schools
and get their lives togeth
er," Jakes said. "We're go
ing after them a little hard
er this year?'
Along with a slew of
motivational speakers, Me
ga Fest will feature gospel
musician Kirk Franklin,
actor Stephen Baldwin,
comedian Steve Harvey,
financial adviser Suze Or
man, fitness expert Donna
Richardson and Dallas
Mavericks coach Avery
Johnson.
As a senior pastor at
the Potter's House church,

Jakes watched his. nondenominational congregation
grow over 30,000 mem
bers. He's a mainstay on
television and radio sta
tions as his passionate ser
mons are aired on Black
Entertainment Television
and Trinity Broadcasting
Network.
But Jakes said he
yearned to express the
word of God more person
ally to a larger crowd.
So he hosted Woman,
Thou Art Loosed!, a con
ference helping women
cope with life's challenges,
which drew a record-set
ting 85,000 to the Georgia
Dome in 1999. ManPower
urged men to build strong
marriages and take authori
ty in the community from a

biblical standpoint, totaling
44,000 four years later.
But the annual confer
ences didn't have a family
atmosphere, which prompt
ed Jakes' Mega Fest in
2004.
"Frankly today, we
don't spend enough time
with our families to just
chill and have a good time,"
he sai'd. "Through Mega
Fest, everyone can come
together and improve spiri
tually."
Tiera Bates agrees. The
21-year-old Seattle resident
paid more than $1,500 so
she and her family could
fly across the country.
"It's time to get guid
ance in my life," said Bates,
a first time Mega Fest
attendee. "I have an 11-

month-old son now. Mega become homeowners.
"At the end of the day
Fest can help me better
if we break even, we'll be
myself"
Dr. Nathaniel Johnson, happy," Jakes said. "Our
a gynecologist in Atlanta, ministries- are a nonprofit
and that
bought six tickets for his •organization
group Christ In Action, an means sometimes we do
organization
assembled things and don't make a
mostly of current and grad profit. We do things
because it's right."
uate college students.
Now, Jakes is trying to
"There minds are wide
open to the world!," Dr. expand deeper into other
Johnson said. "I'm giving religious denominations.
them an opportunity to fel
"Our effort is to invite
lowship with the different everyone into the environ
people of the world. To ment and maybe they'll
hear the word of God from come to enjoy our faith or
someone who looks totally music," he said. "It's all
different is something I about coming together."
want them to see."
Jakes said profits from
the event will be donated to
an Atlanta ministry that
helps low-income families
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Despite Recent Turmoil, Southern
Christian Leadership Conference Meets
In Birmingham

Hip Hop And Gospel Music Come
Together To Make An Impact
Gospel legends highlight four-day festival with forums on urban issues and
artist empowerment

BIRMINGHAM (AP)

rights march two years

- The civil rights group
founded by Martin Luther

later.
But the SCLC seemed

King Jr. opened its five-day

to lose its way as the dec

annual meeting, a year after
the gathering was wracked

ades passed.
Then-SCLC President

by turmoil so intense that

Martin Luther King III quit

police had to be called to

in 2003 after feuding with

keep the peace.

board members including

As the Southern Chris

Chairman Claud Young.

tian Leadership Conference

The Rev. Fred Shuttles-

began its meeting on July

worth, who led protests in

30, members said they had

Birmingham in the 1950s

restored the group's finan

and'’60s, took over as inter

cial footing and planned to

im president.
Young and Shuttles-

expand overseas in search

theme for this year's con

President Charles Steele, Jr. stressed the theme for
this year's convention: “A New Day and New
Way." "We know where we came from, the histo-.
ry of our background. Most important, we're
being driven by the spirit of God," he stated

vention: "A New Day and

King's philosophy of non

to ratify his leadership at

Lowery, who was also a co

New Way."

violent

the annual gathering at the

founder.

Hopewell Baptist Church.

King III is scheduled to

of long-term stability.
Charles

President

Steele, Jr. stressed the
The legendary Dr. Bobby Jones will host this sum
mit, with feature gospel artists such as Candi
Staton (above), Dr. Shirley Caesar (above right)
and rapper Cheryl "Salt" James, seen here on the
right with former group member Sandy "Pepa"
Denton (right).

MASHANTUCKET,
Conn. (BlackNews.com) The first annual Urban
IMPACT Summit, a fourday music festival and
music industry and educa
tional conference, will con
vene at the world's largest
resort casino, Foxwoods
Resort Casino, Aug. 7-10.

Alyson Williams, song
writers David Frazier and
Melvin Crispell, and Derek
Ferguson, CFO of Bad Boy
Records.
Evenings
will
be
capped by a rousing gospel
concert. Tickets will be
sold separately for each
concert. During the day,

cate positive social mes
sages today. We believe
that hip hop is an enormo

This major event, designed

health and education issues

usly influential agent for

to bridge the worlds of

as well as musical issues in

social change and must be

prepare the next generation
for greater works."
"The Mashantucket Pequot. Tribal Nation is de
eply committed to present

gospel and hip hop, also

the black community will

responsibly and proactively

ing culturally diverse ev

be explored at a series of

features opportunities for

panel discussions, which

frank discussions of urban

poverty and injustice," said

ents and reaching out to the
community," said Michael

change,

family is again warming to

the SCLC, according to
former President Joseph
Martin

Luther

"We know where we

Steele said in an earlier

came from, the history of

interview. He said centers

Steele said as many as

our background. Most im

already have opened in

♦7,000 people were expect

along

portant, we're being driven

Dayton, Ohio, and Israel,

ed to attend the convention,

Bernice King.

by the spirit of God," he

and others are planned in

which was to include ad

While U.S. blacks still

told a news conference.

China, Cuba, India and

dresses by former King

face problems including

Italy.

aide Jesse Jackson and

poverty and racial injustice,

Steele was joined by

utilized to fight the war on

social

worth are out, and the King

appear in

Birmingham,

with

his

sister

Birmingham civil rights

The idea has resulted in

Democratic National Com

Lowery said Steele's idea

leader and minister Abra

corporate pledges and do

mittee Chairman Howard

of working abroad to help

ham Lincoln Woods, Jr.,

nations

Dean.

resolve conflicts dovetails

of

more

than

who said: "What's impor

$650,000,

allowing

the

The organization does

perfectly with the work and

tant to me is that this repre

Atlanta-based organization

not release membership

vision of King, who won

sents a new beginning for

to get current on all ex

figures, but its Internet site

the Nobel Peace Price.

Christian

penses and payroll just six

lists 75 chapters and affili

Conference.

months after lights at the

ated organizations.
Founded by King and

Southern

the

Leadership

"The SCLC has been
involved in foreign policy

and social justice, finance,

will be attended by many

Dr. Bobby Jones.

J. Thomas, chairman of the

We have refocused our

group's Atlanta headquar

health, religious and music
industry issues.
The summit, hosted by
legendary BET celebrity
Dr. Bobby Jones, will fea
ture some of the world's gr
eatest gospel artists, in
cluding 15 Grammy award
winner Dr. Shirley Caesar,
James Hall, The Hawkins
Family, Stephen Hurd,
Daryl Coley, Candi Staton,
Twinkie Clark and others.
Also participating are Ch
eryl "Salt" James, Rapper
BBJay, John P. Kee,
Olympic silver medalist
Annia Hatch, R&B legend

of the gospel luminaries,

The summit was devel
oped from a conversation
between Dr. Jones and en
tertainment attorney James
L. Walker, Jr. With the
theme of "embrace, edu
cate and empower," they
see the summit as an opp
ortunity to bridge the gap
between the gospel and hip
hop communities.
■"I have worked in both
genres of music," says Wa
lker. "I've spent most of my
life fighting racial injustice
and poverty, and now I
have an opportunity to give
back to the community and

Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation. "We are proud
and extremely excited to be
chosen to host the first an
nual Urban IMPACT Su
mmit. This is an example
of our commitment to ad
vancing issues of importa
nce to diverse communi
ties."
. For more information
about the Urban IMPACT
Summit, please log on to
www.urbanimpactsummit.com or call 1-800FOXWOODS.

selves."

ters were turned off for

Mo associates in 1957 to

Lowery, who will be hon

nonpayment, Steele said.

"We were on life sup

fight legalized segregation
in the South, the SCLC

ored with an award during
the meeting. "We've al

and

port, but it didn't die," said

helped organize some of

ways recognized the intri

•financial troubles. Its 2004

Steele, a former Alabama

the defining moments of

cate relationship between

degenerated

state senator from Tusca

the civil rights era, includ

domestic and foreign poli

loosa.

ing the March on Washing

cy.'

hip hop artists and other

celebrities.
In addition, a series of
Town Halls will feature op
portunities to discuss and
debate social issues with
leading social and political
leaders, including Co
nnecticut Senator Ernie
Newton, Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Chairman Mi
chael Thomas, and Co
nnecticut Secretary of State
Susan Bysiewicz.
"The Urban IMPACT
Summit will also focus on
how hip hop can communi-

A year ago, the group

was struggling with inter
disagreements

nal

convention

into a shouting match, re
quiring police to be called

Steele took over the
presidency in November at

to keep the peace.
The SCLC is now on

the board's request after

solid financial footing for

infighting and questionable

the first time in years -

management left the SCLC

thanks in part to its plan to

near bankruptcy and its

. open global conflict resolu

leadership in despair. The

tion

full convention is expected

centers

based

on

for

a

long

time,"

said

ton in 1963 and the Selmato-Montgomery

voting

EXERCISE DAILY WALK WITH
THE LORD!

CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

5Z^LOFL

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)821-3265

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday Schobl: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Are you a Sabbath Observer? Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well, Come to the House of God.

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study
BISHOP JOHNNY
WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS
Daughters of Zion Women s Ministry - Mondays - 7:30 RM.

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmail.com

Tampa, FL 33605.

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.
Sunday School .................8:00 a.m.
Worship Service ................9:00 a.m.

Saint John Priiqltive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Early Morning 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School 9:45 am
Mid-Morning
11:00 am
Mid-Week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

None
Is
Perfect
But
The
Father!

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Greater Gt.* Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor

Sunday School

............... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

"We’re Busy as Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School ...
New Member Class
Morning Worship ..
Prayer / Bible Study
Youth Bible Study . .

........9:00 A.M.
.......9:00 A.M.
• • •...10:30 A.M.
.Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Thursday 6:00 RM.

T
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Memorial Baptist Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

Davis

L.

Y10() 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

^Jcfn

CHommuntiy

15935

%

J

•

St.

V

■■

AH

Rev. Clarence Williams,

Pastor

Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship ....................................... 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ........................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................................................. 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ..........................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ........................ 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service.............................................. ............6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service ......................7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday.........................6:30 p.m.
• 8:30 a.mJTape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday

(ftljurclj

Wednesday...,......7:30pm

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
Box

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com

—I

.

Sunday School..................................... 9:30am

Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

P.O.

Jfll \

Pastor

“God’s House In The City”

727-327-2009

13

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

MorningWorship.................................. 11:00am
Evening Service....................................6:00pm

10. 2005

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed:)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin . . . .................... Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry.................................................................... . ......... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry ............................ . Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry
.......... Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

Pentecostal Teipple Cljurck of God in Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

J

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:. 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:3.0 p.m.
.7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

Sunday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-0784

Sunday Worship - 1,0:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

10th Street Church Of God
207 -

10th Street North • St Petersburg, FL 33705

Phillipiatis 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

(727}

Friendship

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

3300 - 3.1st Street.South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

•

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of' Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Queen Street

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South,St, Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School ...................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .........10:45 a.m.
Baptist Trgining Union .................5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday
9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

God In Christ

“One weekfrom church makes one weak:"

OrdainedMissionary
Johnnie Mae Jfdward
Caff: 727 895-5239

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

A 'Woman After

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P-M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Qods
Own Jfeart...

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Spirituaffu Connected

.7:00 a.m.
Early Morning Worship.
........................9:30 a.m.
Sunday School.................
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship............
........................4:30 p.m.
Baptist Training Union..
..7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Communion......................
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays7:30 p.m.

Cafffor Troyers &
'Testimonies

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Rev. G. M. Curry

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sundav

1
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class
7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH,
St. Petersburg, Florida
(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)
Rev. Frank

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries

820 20th Street South

Church School.............9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. — 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Telephone #: (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Gkusuch

Qteaieb King

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

The church where what God s word teaches
practiced!

.'

Missionary Baptist

Elder: Tony Smith

Church

898-9407

Morning VVorship............................................. 11 ;00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer....’..................6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.................... 7:30 p.m.

"J3 church working together for the upbuilding ofQods kingdom”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

8am, lOam Morning Worship
lst & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration
Mondav

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer
Wednesdav

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

W.

1

J

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Peterman, Jr.

Pastor

Thursday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry
Monday. Wednesday, Saturday

6am Prayer

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

PlBBT BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday Services:

3144

PHONE: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP - 11:00 A.M.
Come Worship With
First baptist Family

the
T

’IB

Church School.............................9am
Praise & Worship Service ....l0:30am

w

a

A-

MO

hiesday Services:
Prayer Service..................... 6:30pm
Bible Study.................................7pm

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Join us as we lift up the name ofJesus

Your Church Ad Could Be

Here Working Bor You!
Email Your Ad to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Notice of Publication of Overall DBE Goal

Toudting hives...
Lifting spirits...

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Llfe*Health»Dental«Vision
Disability*Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Enridunq careers
The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast
has been honored to serve oar
community for nwrty 30 years. Come
and find the satisfaction of sharing
your talent and skins as part of an
organizabon that otters a wide array
of programs and services for all
Pinellas residents.
We have career opportunities
avertable tor

RNs • LPNs

■ Boley Centers for

Florida licensure required

Behavioral Health Care
has employment opportuni
ties available.
Please call our jobline or
visit our website for
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8
website:
www.boleycentefs.org

CNAs/HHAs
for consideration, please call the
HR Cep! at (727) 588-2953 for an
application or email:
careers®tt*>hosplce.org

"The City of St. Petersburg, in accordance with United States
Department of Transportation policy, prop'oses a Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise (DBE) overall participation goal of 15.42%
for U.S. DOT assisted contracts in the upcoming fiscal year. For
30 days following the date of .this notice, the proposed goal and
its rationale are available for inspection during normal business
hours of 8:00 am to 5:00 pm at the Administrative Office of the
Albert Whitted Airport or the St. Petersburg Business Assistance
Center. The FY 2005 Program Plan containing the goal setting
methodology is also available on the City’s web site at
http://www.stpete.org/air.htm. The Airport offices are located at
107 8th Avenue S.E. St. Petersburg, Florida 33701 and' the
Business Assistance Center is located at 33 6th Avenue South,
Suite 301, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701. For information relat
ed to this overall program goal, please contact Richard Lesniak,
Airport Manager, at (727) 893-7657. The City of St. Petersburg
and the U.S. Department of Transportation will accept comments
regarding the goals for 45 days from the date of this notice."

FAMILY STRESS

ifc L'pnsnnsru «Y

CttndurV l

www.thehospi c e. or g

DIM 2-1-1

Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? 'If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public;

For more information*
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

2-1-1 is Pinellas County's

provides information^

health/human services, vol
unteer opportunities, dona
tion referrals, and crisis

development of a campus where 450 students per year
will receive job training;
2) use the proceeds from the property sale to the Jobs Corps for
DIPP Phase II to redevelop property west of 22nd Street for
industrial use Which will create jobs; and
3) pledge non-advalorem tax revenues as primary collateral for
the 1999 Section 108 loan and use Community Development
Block Grant annual grant awards to repay the Section 108 loan
until proceeds from the sale of the property referenced in num
ber two above are available to repay the Section 108 loan.
The City Council of the City of St. Petersburg will hold a pub
lic hearing to receive comments on the proposed amendment on
Thursday, September 1, 2005, beginning at or about 9:00 am,
City Council Chambers, 175 Fifth Street North, St. Petersburg.
Written comments on the proposed amendment may be submit
ted to the Housing and Community Development Department,

440 Second Avenue North, or P.O. Box 2842',' St, Petersburg,
Florida 33731 by 4:00 pm on August 31, 2005. For additional
information concerning this notice, please contact 893-4159.
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommodations
under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, please con
tact the City Clerk, 893-7202, or call our TDD number, 8925259, at least 24 hours prior to the proceedings.

Planner II
$39,450-561,184
CLOSE: 08-26-05

The successful candidate must have a Bachelors degree in plan
ning or related field such as geography, public administration or
history (essential). Must have experience in the private or public
sector in planning or a planning related field, prefer current planning/zoning experience (essential). Must possess excellent writ
ten and oral communication skills. Competence in research and
word processing skills is also required.

Civil Engineer I
$42,503 - $67,449
CLOSE: 08-12-05

Must be a graduate of a four-year college or university with
major course work in civil engineering (essential) or possession
of a valid Engineering Training Certificate granted by the Florida
State Board of Engineer Examiners (essential). Must be in pos
session of and maintenance of a valid State of Florida Driver's

License (essential).
Send resume to: City of St. Petersburg, Employment Div. 1 4th
St. No 4th Floor, St. Pete, FL 33701 or apply on-line at
www.stpete.org/iobs Office hours: Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays only between 8AM-4:30PM.
EEO/DFWP

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
WORKING
FOR YOU!

If you. can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
* If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

®h? Weekly

intervention/problem-solv-

orry or rr. fitiw—uwd

Ad Deadline Is 4 P.M. Monday
Email all ads to: smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

only 24-hour program that
referrals on local

PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the City of St. Petersburg is consid
ering an amendment to the Consolidated Plan to change the pur
pose, scope and beneficiaries of the Dome Industrial Park Pilot
Project (DIPP). In 1999 the City received a $4 million Section
108 loan from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development for the redevelopment of the DIPP for industrial
use which would create 600 jobs: Funds from the sale of the
property were to be used for repayment of the Section 108 loan.
The City is now proposing to change the location of the indus
trial development as follows:
1) sell the DIPP property to the Job Corps for $2^250,000 for

ing counseling for individu

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

als. Cell phone users must

(727) - 822-8996

dial (727) 562-1542.

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger''

Buying a Home? Renting? Equity Loan Investing? See our Real Estate Listing!

-4U

IfeSsa

J’-

Three "Roses" at Every Closing

B

MULTIPLE LISTING S£fWC£

MLS™

r

BROKER

SELLER

BUYER

TRIPLE ROSE REALTY
1320 Pinellas Point Or. So.
St. Petersburg FI. 33705

I

Keller Williams oulf coast realty

Merrill Thoma* WtiHaams , Broker
Ik

Sommer WHHams

Vincent Ross

Realtor

Fox

--------------

Cell: 727-804 4798

realtor, registered appraiser

James Edward Marun
REALTOR®

13700PARK Blvd.
home phone:
7278663699
SEMINOLE FL 33766
phone: 727 398 3400
» EMAIL: ROSSV2000@YAHOO.COM
FA3C
7273980044
office:

- : ; AB?.L: .- \

Complete Red Estate Sendees or Referrals

Mordecai Walker, Broker
Cell 727-439-6567
Phone 727-898-6543
E-Mail3roserealty@verizon.net
Fax
727-550-0815

GULF COfeT
INSPECTION SERVICES,, INC.

STEVE ZIMMER

tigSl'^r Ave., N....... .........St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Cell: 727-79841327 Fax: 813-830-7375
JimMartin@WaveRealty.com

(727) 578-1495
(727) 867-0052

CvtMkaRMK

ASHI Certified Member #032186
SBCCI Certified Building inspector C€RTtXCO MEUBfiR

at

Tf

(727) 639-2694
(800) 760-1495
(727) 579-9397
578-6113
MainLakes@aol.com

4501-B Mainlands Blvd.

17737 Long Point Drive • Rsdington Shores, Ft, 3370®
szimm6r@tampabayjr.c6m

fafr

OFFICE
RESIDENCE
MOBILE
TOLL FREE
FAX:
24-HR. INFO.
E-Mail

MAINLANDS-LAKES REALTY, INC.

231 Driftwood Road S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL33705

Phone (727) 398-3994 ♦ Fax (727) 391-8584

www.WaveRealty.com .

GARY GRAY
a

ll

Pinellas Park, FL 33782

PQR Mortgage
Tto "Point Of BagfMn?* to your mortgage nwitt,

107% Financing
Commercial Loans
VA Loans
Apply On-Line
LeeH. Lester, Jr. Down Payment Aosutence
AtCrwMConffidarad
Loan officer
Rehab loans
Construction Loan*
Home Equity Uns of Credit
Fixed Rata Home Equity Loan

Ema»-lestefiRpobmcrtaese corn.
1061 - 82nd Aye 8. Skyway Raza
Web Site: vaw/. pobmoft3aae.com
8t Petersburg, FL 33705
office: 727.685.9313 Fax: 727.666:6664

Office: ?2?-J27-l234/kx:72?-)27 6789
■g
Bus; Phone: (727) 321-1212

After Hours: (727) 347-6625

We make home loans easy.

FAX (727) 323-7584

DESI CALDWELL MCCARTHY
REALTOR®

5201 Gulfport Boulevard
Gulfport, Florida 33707

EB AKS

Call now for a
pre-approval decision .

ERA

(888) 307-8328

Karey Johnson
Real Estate Consultant
Isla Del Sol Sales Division

I#

REALTOR

Four to the door

2900 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712-2552

Email: LBrownRlty@aol.com
LouBrownRealty@aol.com
After Hours: 727-866-9168

toll-free

The tour-step mortgage program’

jjH
J^a
”

Regtttflvil Kcal Istatc Broker

■
. _ „
la“‘x °'Brow"'
Realtor

Shoppers’ Village on the Bayway
5901 Sun Boulevard, Suite 105

St. Petersburg, FL 33715

Office: 727.867.0161, Fax: 727/864.5697

General Repaid, Raoflag, Huilag,
Dry-wall, Carpentry, Painting,
Pressure Cleaning, Plastering

kareyjohnson@era.com

HAVE A HOME TO SELL? INTERESTED IN RENTING? GET QUICK
RESULTS BY ADVERTISING WITH THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!
FOR AD RATES, CALL OUR OFFICES AT (727) 896-2922 TODAY!

www.eracompass.com

■■■
Each ERA* office is independentlyowned and operated

ERA

NO JOB TOO SMALL!
Contact Willie
Phone: 727 867-7242
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TRAVEL/BUSINESS
Southern Heritage Tourism Luring A
Growing Market Of Black Americans
by Dionne Walker

Associated Press
FARMVILLE, Va. For
years,
students
crammed shoulder to
shoulder into Robert R.
Moton High School, hold
ing overflow classes in
tarpaper shanties and even
school buses - all in the
name of segregated educa
tion.
Finally on April 23,
1951, the black students
organized a walkout. They
would later join a handful
of schools included in the
landmark Brown v. Board
of Education, outlawing
school segregation.
That bit of civil rights
history draws about 1,000
visitors a year to a modest
museum at the school. Tra
vel industry experts say it's
an example of the kind of
historical sites Southern
states are promoting as
they ride a wave of black
tourism.
It's called heritage tour
ism, the trend of transform
ing the annual family vaca
tion into a cultural history
lesson.
"It's the second-fastestgrowing market segment of
tourism," said Rich Harrill,
director of the University
of South Carolina's Insti
tute for Tourism Research.
He listed nature-based

tourism as No. 1.
It's particularly popular
among increasingly mid
dle-class black Americans.
Roughly 1.3 million black
headed households earned
at least $50,000 a year in
1989, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau. That num
ber increased to more than
3 million by 1999, the most
recent numbers compiled.
The result is about
$30.5 billion in black tour
ist spending annually, ac
cording to the Travel
Industry Association of
America. It estimates black
travel volume increased
about 4%, from 2000 to.
2002, compared to 2% for
overall travel.
Consciousness, not just
cash, plays a role, said
Angela da Silva, owner of
the National Black Tourism
Network in St. Louis.
"For so long, our her
itage was stripped from
us," she said. "There's so
many more different angles
of the truth coming to
light,"
Da Silva said black
tourists are willing to wade
through the pain of visiting
some of the centers of big
otry to reconnect with their
ancestry.
"We go there because

this was the seat of our his
tory," da Silva said. "It's the

Colonial Williamsburg recently opened a planta
tion, part of the new widespread trend throughout
the South to understand slavery’s history.

same reason why Jews go
to Holocaust sites - it's to
get in touch."
Travel«industry offi
cials say Southern states
need to pay attention to
preserving important black
landmarks and cultural
areas such as the parts of
South Carolina, Georgia
and Florida that were set
tled by slave descendants.
They'll also have to
redefine themselves for a
savvy class of tourists,
repackaging their offerings
and going beyond the same
old slave tales.
Tennessee has focused
on upping its black appeal

LifeLine from

and proving it's more than
just the capital of country
music. The state vacation
guide mentions everything
from galleries at historical
ly black Fisk University in
Nashville to the National
Civil Rights Museum in
Memphis.
Tourism officials are
also a year into an advertis
ing campaign with two
spokespeople: country mu
sic icon Dolly Parton and
soul singer Isaac Hayes.
"By having him as part
of that campaign, we think
that makes a bold statement
for inclusiveness for the
entire state," said Phyllis

'

verizgn

Save $13.50
Per Month
on your
Local Phone
Service
If you receive assistance from any of the programs listed below, you could save
up to $13.50 per month on local phone service with Lifeline Assistance.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
Medicaid
Federal Public Housing or Section 8 Assistance
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
Food Stamps
Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP)

If you do not currently have phone service, you may qualify for 50% off of your
service connection fee, up to $30, if applicable (only applies to new connections).
Moreover, you will not be charged to block outgoing toll calls or to put a volun
tary limit on your long distance calling (toll control).

Only one phone line per household is eligible for Lifeline and the name on the
Verizon account must match the name of the person receiving the assistance.

Call us today; toll free, 1-800-483-4000 for more information on Lifeline
Assistance or to request an application. You must complete the application and
sign “under penalty of perjury” that you participate in one of the six Lifeline pro
grams. Please identify the program, and then return the application to Verizon
and the above Lifeline credit will be applied to your account.
If your household income is less than 135% of the federal poverty income guide
lines, you may also qualify for Lifeline. Call the Florida Office of Public

Counsel at 1-800-540-7039 for details.

T

Qualls-Brooks, assistant
commissioner of marketing
with the Tennessee Depart
ment of Tourist Develop
ment.
Other attractions are
getting creative as they vie
for black tourist attention.
A mainstay in Virginia,
Colonial Williamsburg re
cently added a new tool in
its attempts to freshen his
tory. Great Hopes Planta
tion replicates an 18th cen
tury, middle-income plan
tation complete with black
field slaves and a tiny slave
dwelling.
It's touted as a more
hands-on approach than
older slavery representa
tions at Williamsburg. And
black tourists are intrigued,
said Jason Gordon, a black
interpreter at Williamsburg.
"They want to know
the realities," he said, as he
watched site supervisor
Robert Watson Jr. direct a
tourist group planting
gourd seeds in a mock
slave garden.. "They don't
want it sugar-coated."
Virginia
officials,
meanwhile, are revamping
their black heritage guide
to places such as the
Richmond home of pio
neering businesswoman
Maggie L. Walker and the
Booker T. Washington
National Monument in
Franklin County.
Since May 2004, the
Virginia Tourism Corpora
tion has spent more than
$300,000 trying to reach
the black market, according
to public relations manager
Anedra Bourne.
For some states, da
Silva said, winning over
black travelers will also
mean changing the nega
tive image that keeps some
would-be tourists away.
With the most stinging
visions of the segregation
ist South centered in its
cities, Alabama knows that
challenge well. Lee Sentell,
director of the state Bureau
of Tourism and Travel, said
officials in that state were
the first to distribute a
black heritage guide in
1983.
This summer, they will
roll out a 24-page booklet
titled "The Alabama Civil
Rights Museum Trail."
Almost a museum a
year is opening in Mont
gomery, Sentell said,-point
ing to the year-old Dexter
Parsonage Museum, and
the Civil Rights Memorial
Center, due to open in
October.
"People are drawn to
sites where history was
made," he said. "It becomes
much more real."

NEWS
DEAD
LINE IS
4 P.M.
MON
DAY

Ready To Travel? Make Sure You
Have Your Passport Handy
by Pauline Jennings
Leisure Travel Specialist
What are the new
Passport Requirements?
On Tuesday, April 5,
2005, the U.S. State
Department details of the
proposed
"Western Hemisphere
Travel Initiative." If the
proposed rules are enacted,
U.S. and Canadian citizens
will be required to carry a
passport for travel to or
from certain countries/
areas that were previously
exempt. The proposed im-

plementation as follows:
• Dec.3l, 2005 Passport required for all air
and sea travel to. or from
the Caribbean, (all Cruise
Ships ) Bermuda, Central
South America
• Dec.31, 2006 Passport required for all air
and sea travel to or from
Mexico and Canada.
• Dec.31, 2007 Passport required for all
air, sea and land border
crossings.
Once the proposed
rules are finalized- either in

their current form or a
modified form - the Cruise
industry will communicate
that information to our
travel agent partners and
guests. In the meantime,
individuals with future
travel plans that would be
affected by the proposed
new rules are strongly
encouraged to obtain a
PASSPORT.
You be get additional
information from the gov
ernment on this subject by
visit:
http://travel. state,
gov/passport.

‘Essence’s Summit Focuses On .
Women Who Are Shaping the World’
There will also be a bu
siness case study on Valerie
Carter, who owns 100
Burger Kings.
Mellody Hobson, presi
dent
Ariel Capital
Management, will serve as
the conference's luncheon
keynote speaker; Iman,
president and founder
IMAN Cosmetics arid IIMAN Makeup, is the lun
cheon's mistress of cere
monies; andi the Rev.
Andriette Earl is the
Summit host for the day.'
The Women Who Are
Shaping the World seminar
speakers include: Judge
Joyce London Alexander,
the nation's first AfricanAmerican chief United
States magistrate judge; Dr.
Ella Bell, professor at
Dartmouth College and
Essence columnist; Valerie
Carter;
Shon
Gables,
anchor for WCBS-TV
News; Carla Harris, manag
ing director of Morgan
Stanley; the Rev. Connie
Jackson, president and
CEO of J. Trinity Co
mmunications; and actress
Tonya Pinkins.
In addition, Essence will
honor Ingrid Saunders
Jones, senior vice president,
The Coca-Cola Company
and chairperson of The
Coca-Cola
Foundation,
with the Power Award; and
Dorothy Orr, president of
Dorothy J, Orr Consulting,
will receive the Legacy
Award. The Power Award is
given to a woman who has
been a trailblazer and inno
vator in the area of business
and her community. The
Legacy Award is presented
to a woman who has a long
standing history of making
a difference in the advance
ment of African Americans.
Last year's unprecedented
sold-out event deeply
impacted the lives of over
500 attendees, who over
whelmingly agree that the
event is like no other. The
Leadership Summit fee
includes breakfast, lunch,
all seminars, cocktail recep
tion, conference materials,
special gifts, opportunities
for networking communica
tions and a one-year sub
scription to Essence maga
zine.
For more information
.please visit us on the web.
at: http://www.essence.com
for more information on
registration and costs, or
call 800-969-0377 for fur
ther details.

of

Among the distinguished speakers will be ValerieDaniels Carter, owner of 100 Burger King franchis
es; model turned entrepreneur Iman, and Carla
Harris, managing director for Morgan Stanley.
NEW YORK- Essence
magazine will host its sec
ond annual Women Who
Are Shaping the World
Leadership Summit on Oct.
21 at The Pierre in New
York City. The Leadership
Summit is a day of. enrich
ment designed to help
Black women explore top
ics, issues and concerns that
most profoundly affect
them in the workplace and
in their own businesses.
The non-traditional inti
mate setting enables pan
elists and attendees to share
insight and expertise as
they enjoy a day of trans
formation. The Summit

topics will connect atten
dees and panelists with
open and honest dialogue
on subject matters such as:
• Five Things Black Wo
men Need to Know to
Succed
• Putting on Your Sp
iritual Armor
• Is Your Dream to
Small?
• How To Write A Su
ccessful Business Pro
posal or Grant that Gets
the Morie.
• Do You Have the St
rategy For Your Health
& Wellness: What
Happens When You
Don't?
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Boneless
Top Sirloin Steak
Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Loin
SAVI UP TO 1,00 LB

V ?
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7
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20 Piece
Hot & Spicy Wings..........

Large
White Shrimp....

Hot or Chilled,

Farm-Raised,

Publix Premium Certified Beef,

Fresh From the Publix Deli!, each box

Previously Frozen,

USDA Choice, Beef Round

The Ultimate Eating Experience,
each (Chunks ... lb 1.99)

SAVI UP TO ,80

21 to 25 per Pound

SAVI UP TO 40 LB

SAVI UP T01,80

r»<r

JP
Roast................. -....

2.;

King Of The West
o AQ
Honeydews..................... Z »4t

SAVI UP TO 4,00 LB

PUBLIX

California Peaches,
Nectarines or Plums. ..............

1,29s

S&Bread....'111

............................. 1.49

Made Fresh Each Day,
From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf
SAVS UP TO ,2*

Regular or White Flesh Peaches, Premium or White Flesh
Nectarines or Purple, Green, Red or Black Premium Plums,
Tree-Ripen Flavor, High in Beta-Carotene

SAVI UP TO 1.76 LI
%S»’"

12-Pack
Coors Light Beer
Or Coors Original,

12-oz can or bot.

SAVI UP T© J0

8.29

12-Pack
Selected Pepsi
am a aa
Products
........... 310.00
12-oz can (Limit two deals on selected
advertised varieties.) (6-Pack Selected Pepsi
Products, 24-oz bot.... 2.99)
(Excluding Vemor's Ginger Ale.)

Red Baron
Classic Pizza....
Assorted Varieties,

BUY 0NI EDGE
or ONirKEC

Nabisco
luYeMqpcC
Oreo Cookies.......... err §nirnCC
Assorted Varieties,

21.8 to 24.75-oz box

15to 18-oz pkg.

(Excluding Pizzeria Style

(Limit two deals on selected
advertised varieties.)

and Thin Crust.)

IAVI UP TO 4.II

SAVI UP TO 3,89

IAVI UP TO 1,37 ON I

Prices Effective Thursday, August 4 through Wednesday, August 10, 2005.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,
Citrus, Manatee, Sumter, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Highlands and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.
w w w .pub.Iix.com/ads

Publix

IT'S BEEN OUR PLEASURE

e

